Bureaucratic Agency: Administering the Transformation of LGBT Rights
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In the 1940s and 1950s, the administrative state served as a powerful engine of discrimination against homosexuals, with agency officials routinely implementing anti-gay policies that reinforced gays’ and lesbians’ subordinate social and legal status. By the mid-1980s, however, many bureaucrats had become incidental allies, subverting statutory bans on gay and lesbian foster and adoptive parenting and promoting gay-inclusive curricula in public schools. This Article asks how and why this shift happened, finding the answer not in legal doctrine or legislative enactments, but in scientific developments that influenced the decisions of social workers and other bureaucrats working in the administrative state. This phenomenon continues today, with educators resisting laws that limit transgender students’ bathroom access.

By uncovering this bureaucratic resistance, this Article demonstrates the administrative state’s dynamism and that bureaucracy can be an important site of legal change. Because bureaucrats are charged with enforcing legislation, their actions also have significant normative implications, raising separation of powers and democratic legitimacy concerns. However, the very structure of administrative bureaucracies creates conflict between the branches, as civil servants are hired for their professional knowledge and abilities, yet are also responsible for complying
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with legislative mandates that may contradict that expertise. This Article argues that bureaucratic resistance is inevitable, can be legitimate, and may be desirable.

Introduction

Over the course of fifty-five years, the American legal system has transformed from a regime that criminalized consensual sodomy to one that recognizes same-sex couples’ fundamental right to marry.1 Within this jurisprudential revolution, one of the most startling reversals was in administrative law. In the 1940s and 1950s, the federal administrative state was a powerful engine of discrimination against homosexuals, with bureaucratic officials implementing anti-gay policies that reinforced homosexuals’ subordinate social and legal status. The same was true at the state and local levels, where administrative regulations influenced the everyday lives of gays and lesbians.2 However, by the mid-1980s many bureaucrats had become incidental allies, subverting bans on gay

---


and lesbian foster and adoptive parenting and promoting gay-inclusive curricula in public schools. In analyzing how and why this shift happened, this Article uncovers a mechanism for legal change that lies not just in doctrine or the decisions of legislators, but in the effect of scientific developments on bureaucrats working in the interstices of the administrative state.

Drawing on extensive original archival research and oral history interviews, this Article argues that changing psychiatric conceptions of sexual orientation drove the shift from the government’s mid-century anti-gay administrative operation to the more liberal legal regime of the 1980s. In the 1940s and 1950s, the government relied on psychiatric theories of homosexuality to ban gay men and women from serving in the military, revoke security clearances of employees it suspected of being homosexual, and exclude homosexuals from the country under the Immigration and Naturalization Act.\(^3\) When scientific understandings of homosexuality changed—from identifying same-sex sexual attractions as a sign of psychopathy to one of benign difference—it reframed the legal boundaries around gay and lesbian lives. The theoretical shift, which came from developments within scientific circles as well as from lobbying by gay and lesbian rights advocates, undermined criminal laws. These included sexual psychopath statutes, which had been used to commit gay men to psychiatric institutions, as well as consensual sodomy laws.

Equally important to legal change were shifting theories of the etiology of homosexuality, which contradicted the assumptions underlying the demands of elected officials. While many psychiatrists had once identified childhood molestation as the root cause of homosexuality, scientists increasingly investigated other explanations, including adult role models in children’s lives. This theory, which the Religious Right made a centerpiece of its politics beginning in the 1970s, became the principal issue in custody disputes between homosexual parents and their heterosexual ex-spouses, with courts asking what effect gay and lesbian adults would have on the children’s sexual orientation. To address the concerns of judges, researchers investigated and published studies that showed no difference between the sexual orientation of children of lesbian mothers, gay fathers, and heterosexual parents. The mental health professions became increasingly vocal in their support of homosexual parents, influencing the decisions of bureaucrats. Social workers in several states undermined bans on gay and lesbian foster and adoptive parenting, following scientific consensus that identified homosexual parents as equally fit as their heterosexual counterparts. Similarly, educators working for administrative agencies followed scientific viewpoints when they incorporated gay-inclusive curricular materials in the face of popular and legislative opposition.

The approach to legal change that this Article identifies, in which scientific research influenced bureaucratic administration in rights-promoting ways, is

not just a phenomenon of the recent past, but persists in contemporary LGBT advocacy. For several decades, transgender rights advocates have collaborated with executive agencies to secure administrative protections, including bathroom access rights. In schools across the country, administrators have promulgated policies affirming the rights of transgender students to use the facilities associated with their gender identity, even in the face of strident public opposition. Like educators who were willing to challenge gay rights opponents on curricular issues in the early 1990s, educators who support transgender students today often rely on scientific research.

By uncovering this untold history of bureaucratic resistance, this Article demonstrates the dynamism of the administrative state and that bureaucracy can be an important site of legal change. Because bureaucrats are charged with enforcing legislation, their actions also have significant normative implications, raising separation of powers and democratic legitimacy concerns. However, the very structure of administrative bureaucracies creates conflict between the branches, as civil servants are hired for their professional knowledge and abilities, yet are also responsible for complying with legislative mandates that may contradict that expertise. This Article argues that this type of bureaucratic resistance is inevitable, can be legitimate, and may be desirable.

This Article identifies certain circumstances under which bureaucrats are justified in resisting laws to protect minority rights, a topic that has received increasing attention since Donald Trump’s election and inauguration.

---

4. This Article refers to “gay and lesbian rights” or just “gay rights” advocates when discussing the movement of the 1980s and early 1990s, as the movement’s scope had not yet expanded beyond these categories. It uses the term “LGBT” to refer to the contemporary rights movement, which formed in the late 1990s. While many communities have embraced a broader membership and vision of rights—including queer, intersex, and asexual individuals within their umbrella—the legal movement, for better or worse, has limited its focus to lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender issues. The Article also discusses identities according to the language individuals would themselves have used in that historical period, including homosexual and heterosexual. See Steven G. Epstein, *Gay and Lesbian Movements in the United States: Dilemmas of Identity, Diversity, and Political Strategy, in The Global Emergence of Gay and Lesbian Politics: National Imprints of A Worldwide Movement* 66-68, 74-75 (Adam et al. eds., 1998); Amy L. Stone, *More than Adding a T: American Lesbian and Gay Activists’ Attitudes Towards Transgender Inclusion*, 12 Sexualities 334, 335-36, 349 (2009).


outset, his presidency has been marked by bureaucratic dissent, which has come in the form of internal complaints, news leaks, social media protests, and outright defiance.\(^8\) When the Trump transition team requested the names of Department of Energy employees who had attended climate change meetings, officials refused to comply and cast aspersions on his administration’s motivations.\(^9\) Hours after the President’s inauguration, social media managers at the National Parks Service began tweeting veiled criticisms of the new president, from images that showed a significantly larger attendance at Obama’s 2009 swearing-in ceremony to statistics on climate change, which the president had dismissed as a “hoax.”\(^10\) Although each tweet was quickly deleted, a new one followed from a different account in what one commentator aptly described as “a game of anti-Trump whack-a-mole.”\(^11\) These posts are what likely inspired a series of “rogue agency” accounts, critical and satirical feeds run anonymously by individuals claiming to be government staffers. The Department of Homeland Security found these posts sufficiently unnerving that U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) issued an administrative summons to Twitter for all records relating to the “alternative USCIS” account, including the user’s name and contact information.\(^12\) After Twitter filed a lawsuit to quash the subpoena, CBP withdrew its request.\(^13\)

---


11. Id.

The tweets may have appeared even less humorous to the President when bureaucrats began resisting his executive orders. Ten days into the new administration, acting Attorney General Sally Yates announced the Justice Department would not defend the President’s executive order blocking nationals from seven predominantly Muslim countries, explaining that she was not convinced the order was lawful.14 She later cited her confirmation hearing before Congress, where she had promised she would not enforce actions she believed to be against the law, in justifying her action.15 Although the President fired her hours after she defied his executive order, approximately 1,000 State Department diplomats voiced their opposition to the travel ban by joining a “memo of dissent.”16 The State Department instituted the formal memo of dissent during the Vietnam War to ensure senior officials could hear alternative policy views.17 In July 2017, after the President declared via Twitter that transgender individuals could no longer serve in the military, the head of the Coast Guard said “he would continue to support transgender troops under his command.”18


17. See sources cited supra note 16.

Unlike the state and local bureaucrats who are the subject of this Article, these examples illustrate resistance in the Trump administration by federal actors and address concerns beyond the rights of unrepresented minorities. However, these clashes demonstrate the varied ways in which bureaucrats can challenge government policies, regulations, and laws, as well as their increasing willingness to do so. Thus, while this Article addresses a particular subset of bureaucratic action, it implicates a broad range of conduct by a large number of individuals.

This Article uses the term “bureaucrat” to refer to those public servants who deliver government services as the frontline staff in public administration. Although bureaucrats are often derided as office workers who robotically implement government regulations, this Article employs the term in its sociological sense. In that literature, its definition is much more expansive; it includes members of professional, knowledge-based communities who share norms and values and who exercise considerable discretion in their positions in the community. Administrative agencies employ many different types of staff members, from political appointees to policy professionals, technocrats, civil servants, and front-line decision-makers. This Article highlights the influence of those who are charged with implementing the administrative state’s policies and regulatory apparatuses at the street level, typically social workers, teachers, and police officers. Rather than elected representatives, most citizens’ encounters with government are mediated through these types of bureaucrats, rendering the study of these administrators all the more important.

The conventional wisdom from many of these interactions is that bureaucrats are myopic, unimaginative, and resistant to change, and there are indeed myriad examples of administrative retrenchment. Additionally, experiences with these bureaucrats have led to increased state regulation and concomitant repression for many citizens, particularly those who are from economically
marginalized backgrounds or from communities of color. However, this Article shows that the opposite is also true, with government administration serving as a site of legal transformation. In these accounts, those who benefited directly from bureaucratic resistance tended to be white and middle class. Thus, this Article does not challenge depictions of the administrative state as a site of contentious and problematic power imbalances, but rather provides a parallel narrative, in which the bureaucracy also served as an avenue for legal reform.

In presenting this history and its contemporary implications, this Article makes four distinct contributions to legal scholarship. First, it reorients the legal history of gay and lesbian rights, which has relied on Michel Foucault’s model to focus on the ways in which the administrative state and scientists foreclosed rights claims. Foucault identified how sex became a matter of governmental concern, with the state deploying scientific evidence to police, administer, and control public life. Foucault’s framework emphasized how social discourse on sexuality contributed to the creation of a gay and lesbian identity, and to the social exclusion and legal persecution of homosexual men and women. This Article reframes Foucault-based legal scholarship by demonstrating how the administrative state and scientific researchers came to serve as a source of liberation, rather than unmitigated repression.

Second, by analyzing how bureaucrats administered law and resolved competing claims, this Article emphasizes the need to disaggregate the leviathan that is the administrative state. It joins recent work exploring the limits of administrative law scholarship, which foregrounds the external restraints on administrative action, emphasizing political and legal oversight and accountability.


25. CANADAY, supra note 3, at 140, 146, 151; DANIEL WINUNWE RIVERS, RADICAL RELATIONS: LESBIAN MOTHERS, GAY FATHERS, AND THEIR CHILDREN IN THE UNITED STATES SINCE WORLD WAR II 181-86 (2013); MARC STEIN, SEXUAL INJUSTICE: SUPREME COURT DECISIONS FROM GRISWOLD TO ROE 175-80, 185-89 (2010).


27. Id. at 43-44. While Foucault identifies both the state and medicine as repressive institutions, he also emphasizes how they are influenced by the subjects they help produce. Id. at 95-97; Felicia Kornbluh, Queer Legal History: A Field Grows Up and Comes Out, 36 LAW & SOC. INQUIRY 537, 541 (2011).


That literature’s focus is particularly problematic since, as Edward Rubin notes, much of the government’s interactions with its citizens, and a great deal of its work, occurs in the implementation of policies.30 This Article builds upon his point, identifying the value of including administrative governance in scholarship on administrative law, and arguing that the scope of inquiry should also expand beyond the federal and towards the state and local.31 The challenge of approaching legal studies through this lens is in the multiplicity of actors and the difficulty of deriving general conclusions from local politics, policies, and regulations.32 However, municipal laws and local decisions are often more consequential for individuals than are federal decisions, and the day-to-day process of legal change unfolds in towns and cities.33

Third, this Article sheds new light on how the executive branch is an important site for law reform and legal norm formation. To date, accounts of LGBT rights successes have focused on the courts and lawyers, rather than on administrative agencies or bureaucrats.34 Examining these other actors, and

---

30. Rubin, Bureaucratic Oppressions, supra note 29, at 293.
34. See, e.g., Michael J. Klorman, From the Closet to the Altar: Courts, Backlash, and the Struggle for Same-Sex Marriage 38-118 (2013) (identifying
identifying how administrative agencies evolve to protect the rights of stigmatized minorities, highlights other mechanisms of legal change that are important for LGBT rights scholarship and other fields. The structural framework that this Article’s historical study uncovers applies beyond LGBT rights claims and underscores the powerful role of science on a cadre of bureaucrats, demonstrating the need to look beyond law’s traditional boundaries to understand change.35

Finally, this Article contributes to scholarship on administrative law, especially administrative constitutionalism, which focuses on agency resistance when constitutional concerns compete with statutory goals.36 This Article extends that analysis by applying it to situations where scientific developments and legislative mandates conflict, leaving bureaucrats to decide how to balance two sources of authority that yield opposite results. As in the administrative constitutionalism context, bureaucrats’ unwillingness to execute legislative enactments that infringe on minority groups’ rights raises concerns about the separation of powers and democratic accountability. However, bureaucrats’ professional expertise is also a legitimate source of authority, and their resistance can introduce minority viewpoints that would otherwise go unheard.

Part I presents a theory of bureaucratic resistance, analyzing how it can be consistent with other legal principles. While resistance by bureaucrats may seem anomalous, this Part explains that it can in fact support the rule of law and promote democratic legitimacy, and that it does not necessarily violate the separation of powers. These are the three most frequently raised objections to bureaucratic discretion. By explaining how bureaucratic resistance can be justified as a theoretical matter, this Part demonstrates that the examples of resistance this Article presents are not as subversive as they may at first seem.


35. Scientific developments have influenced a wide range of legal issues; in education, for example, policies that once excluded special-needs children now affirmatively recognize their rights. See generally Mitchell L. Yell et al., The Legal History of Special Education, 19 Remedial & Special Educ. 229 (1998).

With this background in place, Part II turns to the history of the administrative regulation of gay and lesbian rights. This Part traces the evolution of psychiatric theories of homosexuality, analyzing their influence on the legal regulation of gay and lesbian life in the 1940s and 1950s, as well as the scientific studies that led to the reform of sexual psychopath statutes and consensual sodomy laws. This discussion emphasizes the key role of scientific work in legal regimes and legal change. Part II then examines the declassification of homosexuality as a mental illness in 1973, identifying how this effort transformed psychiatrists into crucial allies for gay and lesbian rights. After the declassification, mental health professionals became key expert witnesses in lesbian mother and gay father custody cases, with their testimony determinative in many instances.

The events in Part II fostered a scientific consensus that influenced the bureaucratic actions set out in Part III. Part III analyzes how a set of administrators became allies, thereby shifting the Foucauldian framework. This Part identifies the ways in which civil servants in the mid-1980s and early-1990s helped promote gay and lesbian rights in the face of widespread social and political disapproval. Using case studies of social workers in New Hampshire and educators in New York City, this Part examines how social science research influenced their actions and details the contours of their resistance.

Part IV connects history to present by identifying similar bureaucratic resistance within educational policies for transgender youth. Educators are challenging policies that require transgender students to use bathrooms and changing facilities of their sex assigned at birth; their actions are supported by scientific evidence that establishes that doing so is harmful for individuals with gender dysphoria. Like their historical predecessors, educators are engaging in bureaucratic resistance based on their expertise, with scientific developments influencing their exercises of discretion.

Part V concludes with the normative implications of this mechanism for legal change on behalf of minority rights. Drawing on the historical and contemporary examples of bureaucratic resistance, it identifies some of the limits on resistance to rights-restricting legislation that contravenes bureaucratic expertise. This analysis provides insights as to when bureaucratic resistance is generally permissible.

This Article proceeds with three distinct, but related, arguments. First, bureaucrats are a source of legal change. Although they are responsible for implementing the law, their discretion allows them to introduce their own normative commitments, which can result in legal transformation. Second, this reform can come from scientific developments, which influence how bureaucrats exercise their discretion. Third, bureaucrats who are employed for their professional training, judgment, and skills not only resist laws that contradict their expert judgment, but this resistance can be both justified and desirable.

Gender dysphoria is a diagnostic term that refers to “the distress that may accompany the incongruence between one’s experienced or expressed gender and one’s assigned gender.” AM. PSYCHIATRIC ASSOC., DIAGNOSTIC AND STATISTICAL MANUAL OF MENTAL DISORDERS 451 (5th ed. 2013).
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I. The Governance Problem

The fact that bureaucrats have an important role in lawmaking and in the process of law reform is all too rarely acknowledged. Resistance often appears inapposite for bureaucrats—a role for others to play. However, this Part demonstrates that administrative resistance can be justified from a theoretical standpoint. It sets out the competing concerns to illuminate why it is that the resistance in this Article is not as subversive as it may initially appear.

Bureaucratic dissent is not an anomaly in our legal system, which creates room for resistance within its organizational design. The same institutional mechanisms that promote democratic deliberation and encourage lawmakers to express dissent in federal and state constitutions, such as bicameralism, the Presentment Clause, and the Appointments Clause, also allow for resistance. The federalist system permits, and sometimes appears to encourage, resistance. Federalism scholars have noted that states contest federal laws, sometimes by exploiting gaps in the statutes or, more controversially, through outright refusals to enforce legal provisions. For example, municipalities across the country have declared themselves “sanctuary cities,” enacting policies limiting cooperation between local law enforcement and federal immigration agents. Their actions manifest their objections to national immigration policy—a resistance that the Tenth Amendment enables.


39. But see Joshua D. Clinton et al., Separated Powers in the United States: The Ideology of Agencies, Presidents, and Congress, 56 AM. J. POL. SCI. 341, 352 (2012) (arguing that “[g]overnment agencies are fundamentally political” and that their personnel “organize, lobby, and make public policy like other political actors”); Kevin M. Stack, Agency Statutory Interpretation and Policymaking Form, 2009 MICH. ST. L. REV. 225, 228 (identifying agency officials as political actors because “[p]olitical oversight is a basic feature of agency life”).


BUREAUCRATIC AGENCY

Resistance also takes place within the branches of government, where officials may disagree as to their legal duties and obligations. This again occurs both at the federal and state levels. One particularly notorious example occurred in California in 2008, when the state controller refused to implement Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger’s executive order to reduce the pay of all state employees to $6.55 an hour, the federal minimum wage, until the legislature approved his budget. The controller believed the order was unlawful and would irreparably harm the state’s almost two hundred thousand employees. Although Schwarzenegger filed a lawsuit against the controller’s office to enforce the order, the Governor left office before it could be resolved and his successor did not pursue the case. Thus, the legal system creates room for dissent within branches of government, across the federal structure, and between branches of government.

Resistance between the branches of government most often occurs through the judicial review process, rather than in the bureaucracy. At the federal level, courts enforce the Constitution both by invalidating statutes and also through resistance norms, such as the constitutional avoidance canon and the clear statement rule. Resistance norms serve as a soft judicial limit on government authority to act, which “mak[es] it harder—but not impossible—to achieve certain legislative goals” that may encroach on constitutional principles. For example, courts will accept a limit on federal jurisdiction, but only when Congress has made its intent clear. They do so because legislatures may find themselves unable to resolve a contentious issue, and thus compromise by not settling the matter in the statute. Proponents of limiting jurisdiction cannot later use this compromise to impose limits, but rather must, as a result of resistance norms,

---

46. Id.
49. Id. at 1596.
50. Id. at 1552.
51. Id. at 1597. Likewise, legislatures enact ambiguous statutes that delegate decision-making to agencies to reach consensus on politically contentious decisions. Lisa Schultz Bressman, Chevron’s Mistake, 58 DUKE L.J. 549, 571-72 (2009).
amass sufficient support and demonstrate an unequivocal consensus to make the restrictions clear. Resistance norms allow courts to prevent legislative enactments from infringing on other normative commitments, while at the same time ensuring judicial respect for duly enacted laws that are unambiguous in intent. Ultimately, by applying a resistance norm, the federal judiciary is not restraining Congress so much as enforcing Article III.

There is an important gap between the positive claim that bureaucrats can exercise resistance and the normative argument that they should express their dissent. Emerging scholarship on administrative constitutionalism, which refers to efforts by agencies to interpret, apply, and elaborate constitutional principles, has set out the competing concerns at issue when bureaucrats act beyond their legislative mandates. This literature helps identify and address the objections to bureaucratic resistance, which are rooted in separation of powers, rule of law, and democratic legitimacy concerns.

The separation of powers arguments arise from the fact that administrative agencies do not have any inherent or independent authority to act; they can only implement what the legislature has authorized. By resisting the legislature, administrators are not only substituting their opinions for those charged with enacting the law, but are also usurping the role of the judiciary, which is charged with reviewing the statutes’ validity. Thus, the idea of agencies fostering new normative commitments challenges the structure of the constitutional system that vests judicial power in courts and lawmaking authority in the legislative branch. In many ways, “[t]he challenge to administrative constitutionalism’s legitimacy . . . bears a close connection to the charge that the modern administrative state as a whole is at odds with basic features of the Constitution.” An agency’s exercise of discretion that contravenes legislative enactments extends the concern about the role of the administrative state in the constitutional order one step further. In such a situation, it appears that the administrative agency is doing the opposite of exercising the authority it has been delegated.

However, bureaucrats who are hired specifically for their professional knowledge and judgment, and who then resist laws based on that expertise, are doing so based on delegated authority, which alleviates separation of powers concerns. Legislatures at both the state and federal level have limited time and resources, and thus delegate responsibilities to administrative agencies for their

52. Young, supra note 48, at 1598.
53. Id. at 1552.
54. See sources cited supra note 36.
55. Metzger, Administrative Constitutionalism, supra note 6, at 1917.
57. Metzger, Administrative Constitutionalism, supra note 6, at 1920.
58. Id.
Indeed, because of their specialized knowledge, bureaucrats may be in a better position to understand a legislative action’s effects on the individuals with whom they interact. As a result, there is a practical benefit to delegating authority to administrators. The street level bureaucrats in this Article, who are more typical of state and local government, in turn, derive authority on-the-job from their status as professionals, where they are charged with using their education and outlook on a daily basis. Governments employ bureaucrats like social workers and educators, consign tasks to them, and ask them to utilize discretion because of their professional training, specialized knowledge, and unique skills. In following their professional expertise, bureaucrats are complying with a directive from elected representatives. Thus, in exercising resistance, bureaucrats are not necessarily usurping the legislature’s authority.

Bureaucratic resistance also raises rule of law concerns, as it appears to violate the principles that law should provide notice and be coherent. Having “a government of laws, and not of men,” is a fundamental political commitment, one that the administrative state must meet to sustain its legitimacy.

---


60. Similarly, administrative constitutionalism scholarship argues that because of agencies’ expertise in the areas they regulate, they are both better at integrating constitutional concerns and more likely to recognize the constitutional significance of their actions. Metzger, Administrative Constitutionalism, supra note 6, at 1922-23 (arguing that “agencies approach constitutional questions and normative issues from a background of expertise in the statutory schemes they implement and the areas they regulate,” and consequently “are likely to be better at integrating constitutional concerns with the least disruption to these schemes and regulatory priorities”); Ross, supra note 36, at 525 (emphasizing that “[a]gencies are able to update constitutional applications more speedily than courts, and they are more connected to public sentiment and evolving societal settings).


63. Novanglus [John Adams], Addressed to the Inhabitants of the Colony of Massachusetts Bay (Mar. 6, 1775) (newspaper essay), reprinted in John Adams & Jonathan Sewall, Novanglus, and Massachusettsensis; Or Political Essays 78, 84 (Boston, Hews & Goss 1819).

64. Stack, supra note 62, at 1986-87; see also Philip Hamburger, Is Administrative Law Unlawful? 7-8 (2014) (arguing the administrative state violates historical rule of law principles); Nestor M. Davidson & Ethan J. Leib, Regleprudence—At
a number of dimensions to the rule of law, including that government actions must be authorized, justified, and procedurally fair. The notice and coherence requirements are the ones that bureaucratic resistance most clearly implicate. The notice principle includes a number of other characteristics, including that laws should be public, clear, consistent, prospective, and stable, such that individuals can rely on executed laws to determine their actions. When bureaucrats dissent from legislative enactments, this is no longer possible. However, if bureaucrats are transparent in their resistance, which all of the bureaucrats in this Article were, then this resolves the notice issue.

At first blush, bureaucratic resistance appears to introduce inconsistency into law, but it in fact may make the legal system more internally coherent. Administrative agencies must both implement laws consistently with respect to different individuals, as well as ensure that “the integrated body of its constituent statutes” is implemented “in a coherent, intelligent way.” Although there are a range of external political and legal checks on administrative agency heads and policymakers, this is less true for bureaucrats, particularly at the state and local level. There is a very practical reason for this: it is relatively easy to verify that a social services department has issued regulations that accord with the law, but it is much more complicated to ensure that social workers are complying with that regulation when they make placement decisions. Likewise, departments of education may promulgate policies that follow legislative mandates, but educators have almost complete autonomy in their classrooms, which is both necessary and inevitable when educators are teaching pupils of diverse

---

66. Id. at 2002.
69. David A. Super, Are Rights Efficient?: Challenging the Managerial Critique of Individual Rights, 93 CALIF. L. REV. 1051, 1120 (2005); see also Matthew Diller, The Revolution in Welfare Administration: Rules, Discretion, and Entrepreneurial Government, 75 N.Y.U. L. REV. 1121, 1126-27 (2000) (noting how, as a practical matter, administrative employees are accorded broad discretion). To the extent the fear is that bureaucrats will “be more intent on expanding their power than behaving like disinterested experts whose first allegiance is to the rule of law,” this is not the situation here. Richard A. Epstein, Why the Modern Administrative State Is Inconsistent with the Rule of Law, 3 NYU J. L. & LIBERTY 491, 505 (2008).
State and local administrative agencies deliver the vast majority of government services to citizens, and these bureaucrats have an extraordinary amount of discretion in how they do so.

Professional knowledge serves as an informal limit on discretion, which is such a contested element of the administrative state. Expertise provides a means of ensuring coherence, consistency, and unity across dispersed, street-level bureaucrats. Scientific developments may allow individuals to predict how bureaucrats will exercise their discretion, augmenting the uniformity and reliability of the administrative process. Having bureaucrats follow their professional standards may thus provide a solution for a governance problem that is particular to municipal administrative agencies.

Bureaucratic resistance also gives rise to democratic legitimacy complaints, much like other areas of administrative law. As Sidney Shapiro and his colleagues wryly commented, “[t]he history of administrative law in the United States constitutes a series of ongoing attempts to legitimize unelected public administration in a constitutional liberal democracy.” However, resistance amplifies the democratic legitimacy concerns underlying the administrative state more generally. Bureaucrats are unelected government agents who create laws through administrative processes; their refusal to enforce legislative enactments nullifies representatives’ power.

Resistance based on expertise may compound this problem further, as science is explicitly non-democratic and scientific knowledge is not value-neutral or apolitical. Science cannot be separated from its social context, which ren-
ders certain research questions particularly salient and consequently yields certain normative stances. Scientific communities have their own norms and values about the proper modes of decision-making, using those perspectives to evaluate questions with political implications. That scientists are judging research studies according to the accepted methods of the profession should insulate those decisions from political pressure. However, experts do not always agree, leaving room for regulatory capture by interest groups. This is a particular concern at the federal level, where scientific experts are involved in formulating administrative regulations. Scientific support for a policy is supposed to connote objectivity, but that it not always the case. Allowing bureaucratic resistance based on expertise necessarily means ceding authority to federal administrative state and professions, see Brian Balogh, The Associational State: American Governance in the Twentieth Century 134-36 (2015). Resistance can also be self-aggrandizing, increasing administrators’ authority at the expense of the legislature. See Metzger, Administrative Constitutionalism, supra note 6, at 1918.

77. David S. Caudill & Lewis H. LaRue, No Magic Wand: The Idealization of Science in Law 28, 42 (2006); Jasanoff, supra note 76, at 13, 28, 42.

78. Susan Stefan, Leaving Civil Rights to “Experts”: From Deference to Abdication Under the Professional Judgment Standard, 102 YALE L.J. 639, 656-58 (1992). For example, the ways in which psychiatrists have addressed the needs of transgender preadolescent youth reflect their conceptualization of gender dysphoria. Additionally, although recommending that patients live according to their gender identity has significant political implications, this does not make the instruction a political act.


81. Adrian Vermuele, The Parliament of the Experts, 58 DUKE L.J. 2231, 2235-36 (2009). One of the most powerful interest groups is the federal government, which finances the majority of the country’s scientific research, either by providing funding to researchers or by conducting studies in government departments. Steven Goldberg, The Reluctant Embrace: Law and Science in America, 75 GEO. L.J. 1341, 1353-54 (1987); see also Anahad O’Connor, How the Sugar Industry Shifted Blame to Fat, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 12, 2016) (discussing the outsize role of food industry funding and lobbying on nutrition science), http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/13/well/eat/how-the-sugar-industry-shifted-blame-to-fat.html [http://perma.cc/3QXX-SSG5].
scientists, who have their own biases, agendas, and ideologies that are not subject to external checks.

A lack of review can have extremely harmful consequences. Scientific research has been crucial for the gay and lesbian rights movement, but there is a long history of scientific “advances” hindering the rights of marginalized groups. For example, scientists and social workers were integrally involved in eugenics programs, which targeted low-income women and women of color for sterilization.82 Scientific projects justified racial oppression and sex-based discrimination more generally, reinforcing legal structures of subordination.83 Within the LGBT movement, the role of science continues to be contested on a number of different issues, including whether individuals can alter their same-sex sexual attractions.84 Simply because science can have a positive effect does not mean that it necessarily will, and opening the door for civil rights gains also means accepting the possibility of scientific setbacks for rights projects.

At the same time, bureaucratic resistance may promote democracy, insofar as resistance provides room for a diversity of viewpoints, which may give voice to unrepresented, politically powerless minorities who would not otherwise be heard.85 For that reason, Heather Gerken has argued that government actors who defy laws with which they disagree are furthering democracy, as their actions serve as “an alternative strategy for institutionalizing channels for dissent within the democratic process.”86 Applying Gerken’s theory to bureaucrats who resist based on scientific developments, these administrators are promoting democratic legitimacy insofar as they create room for dissenting viewpoints to be voiced within the government.87 Those perspectives may, in turn, become accepted more broadly, as in the case of gay and lesbian rights.
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Introducing new voices through resistance can change constitutional commitments in favor of minority rights. Scholars have noted that “much of the law that constitutes our government and establishes our rights derives from legal materials outside the Constitution itself,” such as legislative enactments and administrative agencies’ interpretations of law. In these academics’ accounts, administrative officials have transformed how legislators, courts, and the American public understand individual rights and the government’s responsibilities under the Constitution. Bureaucratic expertise can play a transformative role in how lawmakers, lawyers, judges, and citizens understand the Constitution’s commitment to liberty and guarantee of equality. In this way, bureaucratic resistance based on expertise may overlap with administrative constitutionalism, with one reinforcing the other to create a more just legal system.

The potential benefits from bureaucratic resistance are significant, including the protection of minority rights and the introduction of unrepresented viewpoints into political debates, thereby promoting democratic deliberation. Resistance can also help ensure uniformity among street-level bureaucrats and coherence across statutory schemes. At the same time, resistance raises important concerns, including bureaucrats encroaching upon legislative authority—although if bureaucrats act within their delegated authority, their actions should not raise this separation of powers concern. Given that bureaucrats must have discretion to act so that public administration can effectively adapt to changing social realities, they will likely dissent from legislative policies at some point. For that reason, bureaucratic resistance may be all but inevitable. Thus, the governing structure makes room for bureaucratic resistance, which this Part has shown is not necessarily an unprincipled or unjustified action.

II. Scientific Interventions

Although bureaucrats may sometimes legitimately resist, not all do. In the LGBT rights context, resistance was the product of a long historical connection between science, sexuality, and the regulatory state. Psychiatric authority was
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integral to the mid-century administrative state, which both drew from and reflected scientific theories of sexual deviation in its regulations. Administrative officials crafted policies based on the opinions of scientists, as well as justified their actions by pointing to expert knowledge. This was by design, as the administrative state expanded during the New Deal era to make scientific and other forms of expertise readily available to government authorities, and to ensure government policies would be implemented in accordance with those same precepts.92 As a result, medical theories of homosexuality, which identified same-sex attraction as a form of psychopathy, contributed to discrimination against homosexuals for decades. Given that the medical model of homosexuality undergirded this legal regime, changes in scientific thought about same-sex sexuality had significant consequences for administrative law.93

This Part discusses the anti-gay legal regime in place in the mid-twentieth century, before tracing the gay-supportive social science evidence that emerged and analyzing that research’s effects on criminal and family law. Those scientific changes gave rise to the bureaucratic resistance that this Article will take up in Parts III and IV, such that the administrative state began moving away from its anti-gay foundations.

A. Cold War Criminal Law Reform

The mid-century federal administrative state both reflected and reinforced the idea that homosexuality was a flaw in psychosexual development, with executive agencies tying their legal regulations to psychiatric theories of sexual deviation.94 The Immigration and Naturalization Service excluded and deported homosexuals as “psychopathic personalities,” relying on psychiatric certifications from the Public Health Service, while the Civil Service Commission revoked the security clearances of employees it suspected of being homosexual because of their “emotional instability.”95 During World War II, the military attempted to exclude homosexuals from service on the theory that they were mentally ill degenerates who were unable to control their desires and could not adjust to the rigors of military life.96 After the War, the Veterans Administration denied benefits under the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act, commonly known as the GI Bill, to those homosexual men it had discharged as “undesirable.”97


93. As Part II discusses, some of the bureaucrats charged with enforcing the laws were themselves in the mental health professions, and thus aware of these shifts.
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doing so, it excluded them from one of the government’s largest assistance programs and significantly impeded their reintegration into civilian life.\footnote{Canaday, supra note 3, at 138.} Importantly, while the military issued undesirable discharges for a number of behaviors, their benefits denial policy only applied to homosexuality-based discharges, making clear the anti-gay animus underlying the decision.\footnote{Id. at 151.}

The Cold War exacerbated anxieties about homosexuality, which became even more contentious as homosexual subcultures flourished in the late-1940s.\footnote{John D’Emilio, Sexual Politics, Sexual Communities: The Making of a Homosexual Minority in the United States, 1940–1970, at 31–33, 40–41 (1983).} At the same time, the Cold War emphasis on conformity rendered sexual perversity a potential threat to national security and stability.\footnote{Deborah W. Denno, Life Before the Modern Sex Offender Statutes, 92 Nw. U. L. Rev. 1317, 1369-70 (1998).} Federal investigations into disloyalty and security risks targeted homosexuals in particular, based on the belief that they were emotionally unstable and susceptible to blackmail.\footnote{D’Emilio, supra note 100, at 42-43.} The federal government tried to purge itself of all homosexual employees, claiming that even “one homosexual can pollute a Government office.”\footnote{Id.} In 1950, after an official revealed that the State Department had forced out ninety-one homosexuals as security risks, news reports on sexual perversity increased dramatically.\footnote{Johnson, supra note 3, at 1.} The pervasive depiction of homosexual men and women as national security risks gave local police forces around the country additional license to harass homosexuals throughout the 1950s, which further tied homosexuality to criminality in the eyes of the anxious public.\footnote{D’Emilio, supra note 100, at 49.}

Criminal laws reflected society’s opprobrium, with gays and lesbians subject to a host of penal provisions, primary among which were sodomy laws. In almost every state, consensual sodomy was a felony that carried the same punishments as its forcible counterpart, with sentence lengths that reflected extensive social disapproval.\footnote{Patricia A. Cain, Rainbow Rights: The Role of Lawyers and Courts in the Lesbian and Gay Civil Rights Movement 137 (2000). In 1965, New York became the first state to reduce consensual sodomy from a felony to a misdemeanor. See 1950 N.Y. Laws 1271, 1278-79.} For instance, in Georgia and Nevada, a sodomy conviction could lead to life in prison; in Connecticut and North Carolina, offenders risked thirty- and sixty-year sentences, respectively. Other states, including Arkansas, Montana, Nevada, and Tennessee, had five-year minimum sentences.\footnote{Morris Ploscowe, Sex and the Law 201 (1951).} Although pre-war sodomy prosecutions had focused on cases in-
volving force or child victims, this trend shifted in the 1950s to target consensual homosexual conduct, with sodomy arrests for consensual homosexual activity rising dramatically after World War II. Many homosexuals were also arrested under vagrancy, disorderly conduct, and lewdness provisions.

During this same period, sexual psychopath laws proliferated, with thirty states and the District of Columbia enacting versions of these statutes between 1937 and 1957. Under these laws, courts sentenced defendants charged with or convicted of specified crimes to psychiatric institutions. The statutes varied significantly in terms of what crimes triggered their application and how they defined sexual psychopathy, but they invariably applied to men convicted of consensual sodomy and were in fact used to institutionalize homosexual men. Given that these laws were a response to publicity about violent sex crimes committed against children, and that both the medical profession and the public often equated homosexuality with pedophilia, it is not surprising that the statutes contained clear homophobic undertones.

In 1948, Alfred Kinsey and his colleagues published a study that undermined many of the assumptions on which sexual psychopath and sodomy laws were based. Their book, Sexual Behavior in the Human Male, revealed that a significant percentage of adult men engaged in same-sex sexual activities, indicating this conduct was more normal than deviant. His data showed that “at least 37 per cent [sic] of the male population has some homosexual experience between the beginning of adolescence and old age,” and that “persons with homosexual histories are to be found in every age group, in every social level, in every conceivable occupation, in cities and on farms, and in the most remote areas in the country.” Kinsey reported that thirteen percent of the male popu-
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lation was “predominantly homosexual,” a larger percentage of the American populace than anyone had ever estimated.\textsuperscript{115} Kinsey’s data about the prevalence of homosexuality showed that, if states enforced their sodomy and sexual psychopath laws, approximately 6.3 million men would be institutionalized.\textsuperscript{116} This demonstrated that many criminal laws had widespread application but were rarely enforced. Kinsey became a vocal opponent of both consensual sodomy laws and sexual psychopath statutes, denouncing them as “completely out of accord with the realities of human behavior.”\textsuperscript{117} Other social scientists and jurists agreed, setting in motion efforts to revise both types of laws.

State commissions that had been established to review sexual psychopath laws began advocating for their reform based on Kinsey’s findings.\textsuperscript{118} Commissions in Illinois, Pennsylvania, Michigan, New Jersey, New York, and Virginia all questioned whether—in light of Kinsey’s findings—criminal laws could effectively be enforced.\textsuperscript{119} In New Jersey, the state commission met with Kinsey before formulating its report, inviting him “to suggest what methods [he] consider[ed] most feasible for the handling of the sex deviate.”\textsuperscript{120} Its report noted that, based on Kinsey’s work, “there are sixty million homo-sexual acts per...
formed in the United States for every twenty convictions in our courts." It thus concluded that the state needed to revise its sexual psychopath law to distinguish between homosexuals and dangerous offenders. Likewise, the Illinois commission relied heavily on Kinsey’s work, consulting his studies and meeting with Kinsey on three separate occasions. It ultimately recommended that “[p]unishments for homosexual acts be modified to discriminate between socially distasteful and socially dangerous conduct” and urged the legislature to decriminalize consensual homosexual sodomy committed in private. In 1955, the legislature amended its sexual psychopath law so it would apply only to violent offenses or crimes against children. Unlike Illinois and New Jersey, New York did not have a sexual psychopath law, but rather established a Committee on the Sex Offender to draft such a statute. The researchers and lawmakers involved in the effort also consulted Kinsey before preparing their reports and recommendations. The law the Committee proposed, which the legislature enacted in 1950, both excluded consensual sodomy from its purview, and at Kinsey’s urging, also reduced consensual sodomy from a felony to a misdemeanor. Although most of the state commissions reviewing sexual psychopath laws advised revisions based on Kinsey’s work, only a few were successful in persuading the state legislatures to adopt their recommendations.

Kinsey’s work had its greatest effect on the American Law Institute’s (ALI) Model Penal Code (MPC), which excluded consensual sodomy from its sex offenses provisions. A group of distinguished lawyers, judges, and law professors founded the ALI in 1923; its mission was to clarify and simplify American laws,
as well as adapt legal codes to meet changing societal norms.\textsuperscript{129} The ALI undertook restatements of nine areas of law between 1923 and 1944, and thereafter expanded its work to formulating model statutory codes.\textsuperscript{130} In 1950, the ALI turned its attention to criminal law due to the wide variation among states’ criminal provisions. The organization launched the MPC project to inspire legislatures to update their penal codes and to help them in doing so. The MPC, which the ALI promulgated in 1962, became highly influential in legislative efforts to revise state criminal laws and led twenty-two states to repeal their consensual sodomy statutes by 1978.\textsuperscript{131}

Kinsey’s findings shaped the debate over whether to include consensual sodomy within the MPC, demonstrating social science research’s impact on legal projects. Several members of the Advisory Committee on sexual offenses commented on the ways in which Kinsey’s work had changed their views of sex offenses, appreciating how his research undermined consensual sodomy laws.\textsuperscript{132} Louis Schwartz, the Associate Reporter responsible for drafting the sex offenses section, wrote to Kinsey requesting his comments and suggestions, emphasizing the ALI’s “indebtedness to [Kinsey’s] researches.”\textsuperscript{133} Schwartz’s initial draft, which the Advisory Committee unanimously approved, excluded consensual sodomy.\textsuperscript{134} However, the Council of the ALI, a volunteer board that reviewed draft sections, balked at the Committee’s decision. It inserted a provision criminalizing consensual sodomy, albeit only as a misdemeanor.\textsuperscript{135} The Council ex-
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plained that, while some of its members personally agreed with the Committee’s position, they feared that excluding consensual sodomy “would be totally unacceptable to American legislatures and would prejudice acceptance of the Code generally.” Rather than jeopardize what would ultimately become a decade-long project, the Council opted to include consensual sodomy in the model code. The Council was aware that it would face a battle between scientific evidence and political exigency. While scientific findings influence law, they are rarely the only consideration. However, the Council did not have the final word.

The ultimate decision on whether to include consensual sodomy rested with the entire ALI membership, which voted to exclude the provision after hearing from Judge Learned Hand. Judge Hand drew from Kinsey’s findings, making his determination based on the high rates of consensual sodomy that went unpunished. As he explained to his fellow ALI members, “criminal law which is not enforced practically, Mr. Chairman, is much worse than if it was not on the books at all.” Kinsey’s work had called into question why the law criminalized an activity in which so many Americans—homosexual and heterosexual—engaged. The reform the ALI undertook was not a means to protect homosexual citizens, but rather to have the law more accurately reflect victimless social practices.

Until 1980, sodomy law repeals came primarily from states rewriting their entire criminal codes, with the MPC influencing every single one of those revision efforts. Even before the ALI finalized the MPC, states used its drafts as models for their criminal code reforms; Illinois became the first state to decriminalize consensual sodomy when it adopted the MPC draft in 1961. Most state legislatures using the MPC to revise their criminal laws did not focus on the absence of a consensual sodomy provision. In fact, legislatures in Arkansas and Idaho belatedly realized it was missing from their new criminal codes and sepa-
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rately enacted consensual sodomy prohibitions. The gay liberation movement avoided drawing attention to the MPC’s sodomy law reform because they recognized the ALI’s recommendation would be controversial. Framing the reform as a gay rights issue would have been disastrous for the nascent gay rights movement.

In the mid-twentieth century, many laws categorized same-sex sexuality as pathological and discriminated against gays and lesbians on this basis. However, Kinsey’s work made clear that same-sex sexuality was more pervasive than anyone had believed, raising questions about whether homosexuality was truly deviant behavior and undermining sexual psychopath and consensual sodomy statutes. His research influenced several legal projects that eased the state’s restraints on gays and lesbians. Kinsey’s study marked the start of new scientific perspectives about homosexuality and a new legal regime, both of which continued to evolve over several decades.

B. Diagnosing Change

The power of social science in transforming legal regulations would become more pronounced in the years that followed, especially after the American Psychiatric Association (APA) declassified homosexuality as a mental illness. Gay rights activists lobbied the APA for the diagnostic change because the categorization of homosexuality as a mental illness had significant legal effects, and the scientific decision, in turn, had important consequences for gay rights. This section traces the legal impetus for the diagnostic declassification, which the APA announced on December 15, 1973, as well as the declassification’s effects on law. It focuses on the important and unrecognized place of psychiatrists in law reform—a major shift from their previous role.

The change was in part a result of a different approach in gay rights organizing and visions of society. At the time of the MPC debates, a cohesive gay rights movement had not yet emerged. The homophile movement, founded in the 1950s, promoted the vision of gays and lesbians as respectable citizens, seeking legal change through educational campaigns. It was not until the late 1960s that gay liberationists coalesced into a vocal, assertive group that demanded equal rights for gays and lesbians. Drawing on the African-American civil rights movement, which had become more militant in the 1960s, gay liberationists also adopted an increasingly aggressive posture towards institutions
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that impeded their push for equality, marking their opposition with rallies, marches, and picket lines.\textsuperscript{147}

One of gay liberationists’ main targets of reform was the APA’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM), which classified homosexuality as a mental illness. This designation indicated that homosexuality was a sign of emotional instability, which supported the federal government’s efforts to fire gays and lesbians from civil service positions throughout the 1950s.\textsuperscript{148} One of the many who had lost their jobs was Franklin Kameny, an astronomer with a PhD from Harvard University, who became a leader in the gay liberation movement.\textsuperscript{149} Kameny, who devoted his life to legal change, identified homosexuality’s status as a mental illness as “the albatross around the neck of the Gay and Lesbian movement.”\textsuperscript{150} He thus launched an attack on the classification of homosexuality in the DSM. To get the psychiatric profession’s attention, he led pickets and interrupted the APA’s annual meeting plenary in 1971, announcing: “Psychiatry is the enemy incarnate. Psychiatry has waged a relentless war of extermination against us. You may take this as a declaration of war against you.”\textsuperscript{151} To avoid disruption at the next year’s conference, psychiatrists invited gay activists to appear on a panel to present their views. At the 1972 convention in Dallas, Texas, crowds of attendees gathered to hear a cloaked, wigged, and masked psychiatrist known only as “Dr. Henry Anonymous,” who dramatically disclosed his homosexuality to the audience while speaking through a voice-distorting microphone.\textsuperscript{152} Audience members were shocked to learn that Dr. Anonymous was only one of several hundred gay psychiatrists, who had been meeting clandestinely during the Association’s annual conventions as the “Gay-PA.”\textsuperscript{153}

Although lobbying from gay liberationists pushed the APA to reconsider its diagnostic criteria, it was not the only driver of the declassification. Their challenges coincided with shifting views about the nature of homosexuality within the psychiatric profession. Kinsey’s work indicated that same-sex sexuality was much more widespread than anyone previously thought, but it did not address
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whether homosexuals were pathological. Eight years after Kinsey published his work, Evelyn Hooker completed a study that tackled this issue. Her work revealed both that homosexuals were well-adjusted and that there was no psychological difference between homosexuals and heterosexuals.\footnote{Evelyn Hooker, The Adjustment of the Male Overt Homosexual, 21 J. PROJECTIVE TECHNIQUES 18, 30 (1957).} Hooker presented her results before a packed audience at the 1956 American Psychological Association’s annual meeting, unsettling her listeners and opening a debate on whether homosexuality indicated a mental illness.\footnote{MINTON, supra note 147, at 228.} As a result of her pioneering research, the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) selected Hooker to head the NIMH Task Force on Homosexuality, which issued its final report in October 1969.\footnote{Id. at 236.} The report called for tolerance and argued for both the repeal of consensual sodomy laws and an end to employment discrimination; as a result of its controversial conclusions, the Nixon Administration buried the report, delaying its publication until 1972.\footnote{Id. at 237.} Hooker’s research spurred other mental health professionals to shift their thinking on homosexuality and to voice their dissent to the APA nosology, creating a network of scientists who joined gay liberationists in lobbying for the declassification of homosexuality from the DSM.\footnote{Id.}

In pressing for change, gay liberationists emphasized these shifts in psychiatric thought as well as the legal effects of the diagnostic category.\footnote{Id. at 234.} Rights groups noted the myriad ways in which homosexuality’s status as a mental illness gave rise to discriminatory practices, particularly in employment. These went far beyond the Department of Defense denying security clearances to gays and lesbians because of their supposed mental instability, extending to much less sensitive work. The New York City Taxi Commission, for example, refused to license a homosexual driver until he had obtained a psychiatrist’s certification of fitness.\footnote{Memorandum from Gay Organizations in New York City to Committee on Nomenclature of the American Psychiatric Association (1973) (on file with the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force Records at the Cornell University Carl A. Kroch Library, Collection No. 7301, Box 164, Folder 36).} To maintain his right to operate a taxi, the man had to visit a psychiatrist twice a year to renew the certification.

Whether legal arguments should have a place in the decision to declassify homosexuality was a matter of debate both among psychiatrists and outside commentators, but they did sway scientists. Robert Spitzer, a member of the nomenclature committee, later explained his decision to support homosexuali-
ty’s declassification in both scientific and legal terms. When asked how much his reasoning had to do with “true scientific logic,” he answered: “I would like to think that part of it was that. But certainly[,] a large part of it was just feeling that they were right! That if they were going to be successful in overcoming discrimination, this clearly was something that had to change.”¹⁶²

From the outset, rights advocates and the APA’s Board of Trustees worked to leverage the legal impact of the declassification. When the APA’s Board of Trustees announced that it had deleted homosexuality from the DSM, it simultaneously issued a press release supporting the civil rights of homosexuals.¹⁶³ Kameny, with the help of gay activist Ron Gold, had drafted the civil rights resolution, which he circulated while the Board considered the declassification question. Kameny later explained the document as a means of countering the federal government’s anti-gay claims in security clearance cases. In Adams v. Laird, the Department of Defense had successfully justified its revocation of security clearances based in part on homosexuals’ assumed instability.¹⁶⁴ With characteristic flair, Kameny provided the resolution to Spitzer at a gay bar in Waikiki during the APA’s 1973 conference.¹⁶⁵ The position paper garnered a great deal of support from psychiatrists who were concerned that the nosology had contributed to discrimination against gays and lesbians.¹⁶⁶ After the Board of Trustees approved the resolution, the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force immediately used it to argue for the repeal of sodomy laws and the introduction of anti-discrimination laws in states and cities around the country.¹⁶⁷
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The declassification engendered a new relationship between scientists and gay rights advocates, with mental health professionals emerging as crucial allies in the struggle for legal change. Mental health groups issued a number of resolutions in support of gay and lesbian rights and weighed in as amici to lend their professional expertise to gay rights cases.168 These efforts reflected a burgeoning scientific consensus that later undergirded the decisions of bureaucrats in the mental health and associated professions. The scientific viewpoints guiding those bureaucrats’ actions were both the research and debates of scientists and the specific statements on gay and lesbian rights that professional associations promulgated over the course of several decades.

Even before scientific consensus developed on specific gay rights issues, and prior to the organizations becoming involved in litigation, the declassification had immediate legal effects. However, they were different than what gay liberationists had expected. With respect to federal security clearances and employment discrimination, some changes were already underway when the APA announced its decision. In 1969, the D.C. Circuit ruled in favor of a gay litigant who challenged his termination. The court determined, based on the plain text of the statute, that the civil service could not terminate an employee without showing that his private sexual conduct interfered with his work.169 That decision led the Civil Service Commission (CSC) to reconsider its blanket exclusion policy in late 1972, announcing a change to its personnel manual on December 21, 1973, six days after the APA’s decision.170 Gays and lesbians could still lose their jobs, but only if their sexual conduct had an impact on their work.171 In 1975, the CSC eliminated “immoral conduct” from the list of disqualifications for federal government service.172 Thus, while social science was important in
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changing many legal norms, law reform also came from other sources. In this instance, although the CSC justified its decisions on homosexuals’ supposed emotional instability, psychiatrists were not involved in assessing employees; rather, homosexual conduct served as incontrovertible evidence of a psychiatric condition that did not require diagnosis. Given that the government had severed the link between its employment decisions and the scientific justification, the shift in psychiatric views did not lead to any change.

It initially appeared that the declassification would have a more tangible effect on immigration law. The 1952 McCarran-Walter Act barred immigrants suffering from “psychopathic personalities,” which included gays and lesbians, from entering the country.\footnote{Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952, Pub. L. No. 82-414, § 212(a)(4), 66 Stat. 163 (codified at 8 U.S.C. § 1182 (1988)); Boutilier v. Immigration & Naturalization Serv., 387 U.S. 118, 120-21 (1967); CANADAY, supra note 3, at 216, 220.} In 1979, the Surgeon General announced that the Public Health Service (PHS) would no longer certify gay aliens as psychopathic personalities since homosexuality was no longer a mental illness.\footnote{In re Longstaff, 716 F.2d 1439, 1444 (5th Cir. 1983).} However, that did not end the immigration exclusion. In 1983, the Fifth Circuit determined that “psychopathic personality” was “a term of art, not dependent on [a] medical definition,” and thus that immigration law continued to bar homosexuals.\footnote{Id. at 1450-51.} That same year, in \textit{Hill v. INS}, the Ninth Circuit ruled that the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) could not exclude homosexuals without a certification from the PHS.\footnote{Hill v. Immigration & Naturalization Serv., 714 F.2d 1470, 1481 (9th Cir. 1983).} The Department of Justice consequently directed the PHS to issue certificates for “self-proclaimed homosexual aliens”—but only within the Ninth Circuit.\footnote{Philip J. Hilts, \textit{Agency to Use Dormant Law to Bar Homosexuals from U.S.}, N.Y. TIMES (June 3, 1990), http://www.nytimes.com/1990/06/03/us/agency-to-use-dormant-law-to-bar-homosexuals-from-us.html [http://perma.cc/72MN-AU8E]; Letter from D. Lowell Jensen, Acting Att’y General, Dep’t of Justice, to Dr. Edward N. Brandt, Jr., Assistant Secretary for Health, Dep’t of Health and Human Services (Apr. 5, 1986), \textit{reprinted in} 61 \textit{INTERPRETER RELEASES} 377, 378 (1984).} Everywhere else in the country, the PHS refused to be involved with the adjudication of homosexuals, and the INS continued to exclude gays and lesbians without a PHS certification. In 1990, Congress finally repealed the psychopathic personality provision, eliminating the immigration bar.\footnote{Immigration Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-649, § 601(a), 104 Stat. 4978 (1990) (codified at 8 U.S.C. 1182(a) (1994)); Barney Frank, \textit{American Immigration Law: A Case Study in the Effective Use of the Political Process, in Creating Change: Sexuality, Public Policy, and Civil Rights} 228-29 (John D’Emilio et al. eds., 2000).}

Gay rights advocates had seen the classification of homosexuality as a mental illness as a significant impediment to rights claims. They consequently lobbied for a diagnostic change, mixing scientific evidence and legal arguments in
their appeals. Doing so did not have the effect they were expecting on federal laws and policies, but it did have a significant impact at the state and local levels. There, new questions about psychosexual development dominated family law decisions, with scientific research stemming from custody cases that later influenced administrative law determinations.

C. Contesting Custody

The APA’s decision, while contested, marked the beginning of what became a scientific consensus that gays and lesbians were akin to heterosexuals in all but sexual object choice. Given the civil rights questions motivating the declassification, it is perhaps not surprising that an avowedly neutral and objective scientific profession became so involved in advocating for gay and lesbian rights. The declassification did not sever the ties between science and gay and lesbian rights, but rather created a different relationship. New legal questions emerged that turned on professional research and required psychiatric expert testimony, such that scientific evidence made gay rights victories possible.

Support from science was particularly key in the custody context, as the APA’s declassification removed a barrier that had prevented lesbian mothers and gay fathers from seeking custody of their children. However, once gays and lesbians were no longer mentally ill, another question arose. The crucial issue became what impact homosexual adults would have on their children’s psychosexual development, as courts were concerned that children raised by gays and lesbians would not be able to adopt traditional gender roles or heterosexual orientations. To address these issues, lesbian mothers and gay fathers enlisted the help of psychiatrists and psychologists, who researched the question and presented their findings in court and scientific periodicals.

Thus, these studies were both determinative in the individual cases, and also created a broader medical consensus that adult homosexuality did not influence the sexual orientation of children. Law thus spurred scientific research, which later influenced the work of bureaucrats.


Lesbian and gay parents did not begin asserting their custody rights as a response to the declassification, but rather these cases were part and parcel of the gay rights movement that produced the diagnostic change. At the same time that gay rights activism forced mental health professionals to reconsider their position on homosexuality as a mental illness, it empowered homosexual parents to come out, leave their stilted marriages, and assert their custody rights in court. Before the gay liberation movement, heterosexual parents would often blackmail their homosexual ex-spouses into waiving their custody rights, wielding the threat of disclosing the gay parent’s sexual orientation to family, friends, neighbors, and coworkers. Even as American society became increasingly tolerant of gays and lesbians, most Americans continued to identify homosexuality as fundamentally incompatible with parenthood, giving heterosexual ex-spouses the upper hand in custody negotiations.

Custody cases produced a new relationship between gay rights activists and scientists, who became crucial allies in these disputes. In the mid-1970s, jurisdictions around the country instituted a “nexus requirement,” which required a parent to produce expert evidence that the ex-spouse’s homosexuality would harm their child. The new requirement replaced the “per se” rule that identified homosexual parents as inherently unfit, which had prevented lesbian mothers and gay fathers from succeeding when petitioning for custody or visitation. The nexus requirement came about as a result of the fathers’ rights movement, which challenged the presumption of maternal custody and demanded courts identify specific reasons for denying fathers equal custody rights.

Fathers’ rights groups deployed feminists’ equality rhetoric, which had undergirded divorce law reform, in their efforts, leading courts to develop the

---

gender-neutral “best interests of the child” standard. The shift came after a New York Family Court ruled the “tender years” presumption unconstitutional in 1973, with courts around the country following suit in quick succession. Lesbian mothers and gay fathers were consequently fighting for custody during a period of shifting legal and scientific landscapes, creating an opportunity for social science research to effectuate legal change.

Scientists undertook their research to provide the evidence the courts needed, skirting the boundaries between neutral science and advocacy. In doing so, their work promoted gay parents’ rights and helped shift scientific consensus and norms. The first scientist to conduct a research study on the impact of parental homosexuality on children was Richard Green, who was also one of the first psychiatrists to argue for the declassification of homosexuality as a mental illness in a peer-reviewed journal. For Green, “the struggle to remove homosexuality from the APA’s list of mental disorders was directly linked to the assertion that having lesbian or gay parents was not necessarily contrary to the ‘best interests of the child.’” While Green had always focused his research on sexual orientation and gender roles, he designed a study of lesbian mothers and their children in response to questions courts had raised. Psychiatrist Martha Kirkpatrick likewise published a study identifying no difference between the future sexual orientation of children of heterosexual and homosexual women, citing lesbian custody cases as a primary motivator for undertaking the research.

---
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The scholarly inquiry quickly moved beyond psychiatrists into other academic disciplines, creating broader conversations on this question. In 1981, Ellen Lewin, an anthropologist at the University of California at Berkeley, published a study of eighty divorced lesbian and heterosexual mothers. She concluded that both groups had “fairly traditional notions about family” and provided male role models for their children, a fact that addressed judicial fears that children in lesbian households would not learn traditional gender roles and therefore would not become heterosexual. In explaining her research agenda, Lewin also cited “the questions that the judicial system has raised” in lesbian custody cases; she entitled her preliminary report Lesbianism and Motherhood: Implications for Child Custody. Lewin began her research after hearing about two lesbian mother custody battles in 1977, with the “fantasy that [she] would be called upon to be an expert witness in some of these cases.” In the United Kingdom, Susan Golombok began her career studying lesbian mothers after she read an article that explained the need for social science research to support lesbian mothers’ claims. Golombok initially conducted the research for her master’s thesis; esteemed child psychiatrist Michael Rutter learned about her work and offered to secure funding so Golombok could expand it into a doctoral dissertation project. Rutter had served as an expert witness in several lesbian mother custody cases and consequently appreciated the need for social science research to support lesbian mothers’ rights. In asserting their custody rights, lesbian mothers in the United States drew upon all of these studies, which concluded that a parent’s sexual orientation did not have any influence on children.
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Gay rights organizations and movement lawyers recognized that psychiatric testimony was crucial in custody disputes, emphasizing its role and circulating information about scientific studies and experts to lesbian and gay parents. The National Gay Task Force (NGTF), one of the first groups to address the rights of homosexual parents, prepared the *Gay Parent Support Packet*, which contained statements from ten renowned experts, including Drs. Richard Green, Evelyn Hooker, Judd Marmor, John Money, Wardell Pomeroy, and Benjamin Spock. Spock, who the *New York Times* described as “arguably the most influential pediatrician of all time,” was the author of *Baby and Child Care*, the world’s second-best-selling book (after the Bible) for five decades. The packet also included statements that supported gay parent custody rights from leading mental health organizations and listed useful psychiatric studies parents could introduce in court. The NGTF first published the packet in 1973, but reissued it in 1979 to provide updated information for homosexual parents. Other gay and lesbian rights litigation groups emphasized the importance of psychological studies to custody cases, including the ACLU, Lesbian Mothers National Defense Fund (LMNDF), Lesbian Rights Project (LRP), and Lambda Legal Defense & Education Fund. The attorneys at LMNDF and LRP drafted manuals for lesbian mothers that emphasized the role of expert testimony and highlighted the importance of psychiatric studies in custody determinations.

With these studies in hand and the support of experts who testified on their behalf, lesbian mothers began securing custody of their children, but at a cost. The research studies were a double-edged sword, because although they were necessary to convince courts, they also identified homosexuality as undesirable. By steadfastly maintaining that gay and lesbian households would not produce homosexual children, researchers “implicitly accept[ed] a view of homosexuali-
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ty as a negative outcome of development.”206 In one sociological study, an interviewee perceptively noted, “to keep my children[,] I’ve had to agree to bring them up to be heterosexual, whatever that means, and I ask myself what does that say about being gay, which I am.”207 Thus, while researchers’ work constituted a rights-promoting measure that cut against stereotypes, it also reinforced the notion that homosexuality was an aberration that needed to be prevented.208

Over the course of three decades, social scientists had introduced a radically new vision of homosexuality. Kinsey’s work revealed the extent to which “deviant” behavior was in fact quite common, spurring changes in criminal law. When the APA declassified homosexuality as a mental illness, mental health professionals became allies in efforts to secure custody rights for gay and lesbian parents. The studies they developed helped create a scientific consensus that parental homosexuality did not influence children’s sexual orientation, which would guide the work of civil servants in the administrative state. These normative shifts within the mental health professions had a profound impact on law, first in the courts and later by influencing the exercise of bureaucrats’ discretion.

III. Administrative Allies

While psychiatrists convinced courts to grant custody to lesbian mothers and gay fathers, using scientific studies that showed parental homosexuality did not affect children’s sexual orientation, political battles continued to be waged over the same issue. Many Americans remained unconvinced of homosexuality’s benign nature. In the 1970s, religious conservatives argued that the state could and should deny rights to gays and lesbians, lest they serve as role models to impressionable children who would then choose to become homosexuals themselves. This Part provides a brief overview of this political context to explain the extent to which scientific consensus deviated from the popular baseline, such that its influence on administrative actors would create a contest between regulators, legislators, and voters. Since these studies showed adult homosexuality did not influence children, bureaucrats utilized their discretion to resist legislative mandates, introducing new normative visions into the law.

This Part then provides case studies of social workers in New Hampshire and educators in New York City, demonstrating how these bureaucrats relied on the scientific evidence developed in the lesbian mother and gay father custo-
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dy cases. It uses the New Hampshire example because this was the only state to enact an explicit ban on gay and lesbian foster and adoptive parenting during this period; other states reached the same result by enacting prohibitions on unmarried couples or through administrative regulations. Thus, the events in New Hampshire offer a clear case study of a dispute between the legislature and executive branch over gay and lesbian parenting. This Part then presents the New York City example, which was both one of the first curricular disputes and one of the most consequential. It spurred national debate, such that the events in New York City provide insight into much more than a single American city. These examples highlight how scientific developments complicate administrative governance and illustrate bureaucrats’ role in effectuating legal change on behalf of a minority group.

A. Political Context

The Religious Right gained prominence in local, state, and federal politics in the late-1970s, entrenching opposition to gay rights advocacy at all levels of government. The Religious Right originated in early twentieth-century Protestant fundamentalism, whose adherents focused on keeping evolution out of the nation’s classrooms and returning Americans to the “fundamentals” of the Christian faith. However, Christian conservatism gained new life in the Cold War, leading to Richard Nixon’s election in 1968. A growing coalition of Evangelicals and other conservative Christians became a visible and influential national political force in the 1970s, galvanizing in response to a variety of issues including the Equal Rights Amendment, Roe v. Wade, and the gay liberation movement, all of which undermined traditional gender roles and the sanc-


tity of the nuclear family.214 As a result, “conservative evangelicals created a furor over the state of the American family without precedent in the twentieth century.”215 The 1976 presidential campaign drew attention to the increasing role of Evangelicals in politics, as well as the nation’s religious resurgence, such that Newsweek declared 1976 “The Year of the Evangelicals.”216 The Evangelical emphasis on “traditional family” values shaped national politics, framing political debates for decades to come.217

The anti-gay activism of the Religious Right became a hallmark of its politics in 1977 after Anita Bryant launched a voter referendum campaign to overturn Miami’s sexual orientation non-discrimination law.218 The fear of homosexual role models was a central part of Bryant’s “Save Our Children” campaign, which conservatives described as necessary to counter “role modeling homosexuals, the ones who aren’t openly recruiting, but who don’t stay in the closet,” identifying the problem as “the homosexual who is blatant in his profession of his preference and who gives the impression to young people that this lifestyle is not odd or to be avoided, but just an alternative.”219

The campaign rhetoric, which emphasized the alleged danger that gays and lesbians posed to children, resonated with more than just Miami residents. After almost seventy percent of that city’s voters approved the law’s repeal, other conservative groups launched ballot initiatives around the country.220 Voters in Wichita, Kansas; Eugene, Oregon; and St. Paul, Minnesota overturned their gay rights ordinances the following year.221 In California, citizens rejected a statewide referendum to ban homosexual teachers from public schools.222 While unsuccessful, that initiative reinforced a national anti-gay climate; it also taught conservative leaders, including Jerry Falwell and Louis Sheldon, how to organ-
ize ballot measure campaigns, which became one of the main ways the Religious Right enacted anti-gay legislation in the 1980s.\footnote{223}

Religious conservatives deployed child protection rhetoric in their opposition to gay rights in the decades that followed. For much of the twentieth century, medical, social, and political discourse equated homosexuality with pedophilia, identifying child molestation as both the root cause and the product of same-sex sexual attraction.\footnote{224} The Religious Right repackaged and modernized these claims, arguing that the danger was psychological, not physical.\footnote{225} According to this theory, gay and lesbian adults would role model their sexual orientation, which children would unwittingly adopt.\footnote{226} The fear was one of indoctrination that presented homosexuality as a choice—one that children would elect if they were not taught that homosexuality was both dangerous and socially unacceptable.\footnote{227} Jerry Falwell, the founder of the Moral Majority, explained that allowing gays and lesbians to teach “might be an open invitation for [homosexuals] to subvert our young and impressionable children into their lifestyle.”\footnote{228} Likewise, Beverly LaHaye, who founded Concerned Women for America, a national lobbying group, warned that “[e]very homosexual is potentially an evangelist of homosexuality, capable of perverting many young people to his sinful way of life.”\footnote{229} As a result, religious conservatives argued it was important for the state to oppose gay rights, lest children mistakenly believe that homosexuality was an acceptable alternative they should elect. The Religious Right’s anti-gay activism gained newfound cultural salience because of the AIDS crisis, which popularly became known as the “homosexual plague.”\footnote{230}

As the Religious Right became a national political force, gay and lesbian families were becoming more common. In addition to lesbian mothers who sought and attained custody of their children from their heterosexual relationships, same-sex couples formed families through alternative reproductive tech-
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In the 1970s, the Lesbian Rights Project of San Francisco did not receive many calls from lesbians who wanted information about donor insemination. By 1984, however, the group was receiving approximately thirty-five calls a month on this subject, a number that had quadrupled by 1989.\(^{231}\) Between 1982 and 1989, the Sperm Bank of Northern California doubled the number of its lesbian clients.\(^{233}\) Hundreds of women attended workshops on the legal implications of donor insemination that a prominent lesbian rights attorney offered.\(^{234}\) Similarly, the Lesbian Mothers’ National Defense Fund in Seattle received requests for information about alternative reproduction from women all over the United States.\(^{235}\) Given the growing numbers of gay and lesbian families, the LGBT rights movement began focusing on parental and domestic rights in the late-1980s and early-1990s.\(^{236}\) The HIV/AIDS crisis, which began in the early-1980s, also contributed to this shift. Partners of those with HIV/AIDS did not have legal relationships with their loved ones; as a result, hospitals denied them access to their partners and excluded them from the medical decision-making process.\(^{237}\) That exclusion rendered the question of marriage and domestic relationships more salient to the LGBT community, such that family law became a focal point of rights advocacy.

Gays and lesbians were thus increasingly visible as parents when religious conservatives, with their focus on child protection, were gaining power in American society. The result was a political firestorm that waged around the country, which came to a head over gay and lesbian foster care and adoption policies, as well as gay-inclusive school curricula, which bureaucrats were charged with implementing.

**B. Agency Resistance**

Debates over gay and lesbian foster and adoptive parenting became a national political issue in the mid-1980s. As elected officials promulgated bans on gay and lesbian foster and adoptive parenting, social workers subverted the policies because of scientific developments, creating gay- and lesbian-headed fami-
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lies. These civil servants went against popular sentiment and their legislative mandate, demonstrating the power of scientific paradigms on the law. In doing so, they identified gays and lesbians as fit parents deserving of respect. At the same time, by refusing to enforce the laws as the legislatures intended, they created a governance problem.

Scientific research demonstrated that gays and lesbians were fit parents at a time when the foster care system was in crisis, providing a solution to a mounting problem. In the 1970s, the foster system was overburdened, with ever-increasing numbers of children entering the system, but few being placed with adoptive parents or returned to their families. In response to mounting criticism, Congress enacted the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act in 1980, which provided financial incentives for state agencies that quickly found permanent placements for foster children to provide those children with stability. The law had its intended effect: the number of children in foster care dropped sharply, and the time children stayed in foster care also declined. However, both of those figures quickly rose again as families struggled with the effects of an economic recession and the crack cocaine and HIV/AIDS epidemics. Between 1986 and 1992, the number of children in foster care increased by fifty-four percent.

Social workers, who had been struggling to find homes for children, began placing their wards in the homes of gay and lesbian parents. In doing so, they were following the consensus of the mental health professions. Mental health professional associations had issued position statements in favor of gay and lesbian foster and adoptive parenting based largely on the research studies developed in response to lesbian mother and gay father custody cases. Soon after the declassification, the American Psychological Association admonished that the
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“sex, gender identity, or sexual orientation of natural[] or prospective adoptive or foster parents should not be the sole or primary variable considered in custody or placement cases.”

In 1980, the National Association of Social Workers (NASW) amended its code of ethics to prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. Six years later, the American Psychiatric Association also affirmed that homosexuals should be allowed to serve as foster parents, citing the wide body of clinical experience and research studies that demonstrated parental homosexuality was irrelevant to child development. In 1987, the NASW announced it would be "working for the adoption of policies and legislation to end all forms of discrimination against lesbians and gay men at the federal, state, and local levels in all institutions." These announcements, from a number of different organizations, demonstrate that many professionals had reviewed the issue and come to the same conclusion. They guided social workers’ decisions and provided empirical support for their politically unpopular choices.

Although it is possible that social workers decided to place children with gay and lesbian parents for reasons other than scientific consensus, the available evidence indicates otherwise. It is true that social workers on the whole tend to be politically liberal, such that social workers may have been more inclined to view these placements as more appropriate than other Americans. However,
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liberal politics during this period were not necessarily committed to gay and lesbian rights. Any decision to support gay adoption was also a significant departure from the rest of American society, with only twenty-nine percent of Americans supporting gay and lesbian foster and adoptive parenting in 1992. More telling is the shift in social workers’ placements before and after the scientists published their studies and scientific organizations issued their policy statements. Prior to this evidence becoming available, social workers—afraid of the effect the parents’ sexual orientation could have on younger children—only placed self-identified gay and lesbian teenagers in the homes of homosexual adults. After scientific evidence demonstrated this concern was unfounded, the types of placements social workers were willing to make expanded to children of all ages.

These placements spurred controversy, leading to legislative bans and executive prohibitions on gay and lesbian foster and adoptive parenting that government bureaucrats resisted. In 1985, after the Boston Globe reported that two young boys had been placed with a gay couple, Massachusetts Governor Michael Dukakis instituted a hierarchy for prospective foster parents that gave preference to “traditional family settings.” The policy did not explicitly exclude gays or lesbians, but officials in the Dukakis administration stated that such placements were “highly unlikely” and the regulation became known as a ban on gay foster and adoptive parents. Civil servants, particularly social workers, vocally denounced the policy, criticizing it at public forums and lobbying Dukakis to eliminate the hierarchy. The Massachusetts chapter of the NASW joined a lawsuit challenging the ban; Dukakis ultimately revised the regulation in 1990 to settle the case.
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A similar contest broke out in New Hampshire that same year. There, bureaucrats resisted enforcing the ban with which they disagreed. Like Massachusetts, the question of gay foster and adoptive parenting became a subject of debate after a local paper reported that the state’s child welfare agency had knowingly licensed a gay man as a foster parent. The state House of Representatives quickly began debating a bill to bar “admitted homosexuals” from adopting a child or receiving foster care licenses. The proposed law also prohibited licensing anyone whose household members were gay. Representative Mildred Ingram, the bill’s sponsor, claimed that homosexuals molested children at higher rates than heterosexuals and argued that gays and lesbians would role model their homosexuality to their wards. In rhetoric that mirrored Anita Bryant, Ingram asserted: “The only way for homosexuals to carry on their lifestyle is to proselytize.” However, after receiving assurances from the Judiciary Committee that the Division of Children, Youth and Families (DCYF) would stop placing children in the homes of gays and lesbians, and would address the issue through rulemaking procedures, the House voted down Ingram’s proposal.

Despite its agreement with legislators, DCYF proposed rules two-and-a-half months later that did not prohibit homosexual foster parents. The new rules only required foster parents to provide “a safe, nurturing, and stable family environment which is free from abuse and neglect.” The Director of DCYF, David Bundy, disagreed with the legislature’s views on gay and lesbian foster par-
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ents, and wanted to maintain flexibility in child placements.263 Jack Lightfoot, an attorney for Child and Family Services involved in the drafting, later explained the decision by pointing to social workers’ expertise: he said the rules did not address sexual orientation “because the professionals didn’t think it was an issue.”264

The agency’s victory over gay and lesbian foster and adoptive parenting was short-lived, as the legislature quickly re-introduced and enacted a ban amid debates that emphasized child protection.265 As supporters explained, “the association of children with homosexuals in a social setting could turn these children into homosexuals.”266 Former state Supreme Court Justice Charles Douglas framed this perspective at one of the hearings in the following way: “A friend tells me that if you speak French at home around young children, they grow up learning how to speak French . . . . I think that same principle applies to young children who are raised by foster parents or who are in day care centers run by homosexuals.”267 Senator Jack Chandler put the issue more dramatically, analogizing child placements with gay and lesbian parents to “putting a pound of roast beef in a cage with a lion. You know it’s going to get eaten.”268 His statement drew on the decades-long stereotype of gays as predators and child molesters, which the role modeling theory of homosexuality had not entirely displaced. Both chambers of the legislature approved the ban, and the Governor signed it into law.269

Despite the new statute, civil servants continued to approve gays and lesbians as foster parents, subverting the statute’s aim because they believed doing so best served the needs of New Hampshire’s children. After the law’s enactment, DCYF mailed questionnaires to foster parents asking them to disclose their sexual orientation; however, ten percent objected to the intrusion on their privacy
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and refused to answer. Bundy announced that since New Hampshire was facing a “critical shortage of foster homes,” the state would not take any action against foster parents who declined to respond to inquiries about their sexuality. Moving forward, social workers would not ask prospective parents about their sexual orientation.

The legislature did not respond to the agency’s announcement, and since there was “no support for the law” among DCYF employees, bureaucrats continued with their resistance. Bundy later characterized the situation by saying “we came up with ‘don’t ask don’t tell’ way before Clinton.” In mid-1980s New Hampshire, few gays or lesbians were open about their homosexuality; throughout the country, passing was a common aspect of gay and lesbian life, which is why liberationists identified coming out of the closet as a political act. Consequently, those who wanted to become parents simply kept their sexual orientation hidden. Social workers’ disobedience allowed gays and lesbians to foster and adopt children, albeit at the significant cost of suppressing their sexual identity. The state’s law condemned gays and lesbians as harmful to children—an idea that social workers offset with individual placements.

New Hampshire’s social workers were not the only bureaucrats to resist bans on gay and lesbian foster and adoptive parents in the late-1980s and early-1990s. Indeed, civil servants in other states with anti-gay policies, such as California and Florida, likewise undermined their bans, helping gays and lesbians around the country to become parents. These bureaucrats followed the letter, but not the spirit, of the law, raising important questions about the proper actions of professionals within the administrative state. Given that the role of the executive branch is to implement the law, not challenge or change it, the contest between a legislative mandate and professional expertise seems to have a clear answer. However, bureaucrats are also employed for their expertise and charged
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with using their discretion in implementing laws, thereby creating a governance problem that is more complicated than it initially appears.

In New Hampshire, as in the other states, the legislature created a situation in which bureaucrats had to choose between their professional judgment, which provided the basis for their authority as social workers, and a law that counteredmanded that same expertise. By exploiting a statutory gap, social workers found a means to balance their two sources of authority. These professionals were employed specifically to use their knowledge on child welfare. That they subverted the legislature’s goal, with scientific principles shaping their discretion, demonstrates the powerful role of scientific developments in administrative law.279 The New Hampshire example also illustrates how developments in scientific understanding and agents of the administrative state moved towards a new role of supporting gays and lesbians in their struggle for legal rights.

The New Hampshire legislature may not have realized that it had enacted a statute with room for resistance. However, when the agency’s director announced that the agency would not enforce the ban as intended, the legislature could have acted to clarify the prohibition and remove the ambiguity that made dissent possible. The legislature had the opportunity to weigh in on the social workers’ decisions, but chose not to do so. Although this fell short of a silent endorsement, it nevertheless allowed the social workers’ expertise to determine policy.280 These events demonstrate how the administrative state can become a crucible for legal change.

C. Breaching the Schoolhouse Doors

Much like the adoption debates, the fear of child indoctrination pervaded efforts to update school textbooks to incorporate materials on gays and lesbians in the late-1980s and early-1990s. Also, like the adoption context, many of these debates involved a divide between elected representatives and professionals within executive agencies, with the administrative state more responsive to the claims of gays and lesbians than its legislative counterpart.281

279. Notably, scientific principles provided a solution to a practical problem: a lack of homes for children. This may explain why social workers were willing to engage in rights-promoting resistance.


281. While educators, unlike social workers, are not members of the mental health community, they are knowledge-based professionals. See Haupt, supra note 20, at 1250-51. Teachers also tend to be motivated by professional norms and codes of ethics that include respect for diversity, an impetus towards inclusion, and a concern for the welfare of their students. Carol A. Bartell, A Normative Vision of Teacher as Professional, 25 TCHR. EDUC. Q. 24, 29 (1998); see also Code of Ethics for Educators, ASS’N OF AM. EDUCATORS (Feb. 23, 2010), http://www.aaeteachers.org/images/pdfs/aaecodeofethicsforeducators.pdf [http://perma.cc/5G7B-PGY9].
Gay rights advocates around the country argued for inclusive curricula both to protect the welfare of sexual minority youth and to create a more tolerant society. They supported their claims with an increasing number of scientific studies. In 1989, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services published a report that revealed exceptionally high rates of suicide among gay and lesbian youth,\(^{282}\) which experts attributed to social marginalization, family rejection, and harassment in schools by peers.\(^ {283}\) At the same time, studies demonstrated that schools’ failure to educate young people about gays and lesbians contributed to homophobia and discrimination. Indeed, most acts of violence against gays and lesbians were committed by teenagers and young adults.\(^ {284}\) These research studies reinforced gay and lesbian rights advocates’ calls for inclusive curricula that emphasized tolerance for sexual minorities.\(^ {285}\) When implementing gay-inclusive curricula, educators faced similar arguments as the ones social workers had encountered, namely that exposure to ideas about same-sex sexuality would result in children becoming homosexual. The battles over curricula thus turned on the same questions as those over foster and adoptive parenting, with bureaucrats coming into conflict with legislators.

One of the most contentious battlegrounds over instructional materials was New York City in 1991, where a first-grade multicultural teacher’s guide became a national symbol of the country’s culture wars. The city created the *Children of the Rainbow* curriculum after a group of white teenagers killed a black high school student in Brooklyn in 1989.\(^ {286}\) To promote tolerance and apprecia-
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285. Educators’ associations generally supported efforts to make schools more inclusive and welcoming of gay students. In 1987, the American Federation of Teachers enacted a resolution calling for equal educational opportunities for gay and lesbian students, a principle the National Education Association endorsed the following year. *NEA Approves Sexual Orientation Advice for Students*, S.F. SENTINEL, July 15, 1988; *Teachers Pass Gay Rights Resolution*, S.F. SENTINEL, July 8, 1988; Pat Or dovensky, *NEA: Get Gay Teens Counseling*, USA TODAY, July 7, 1988.

tion of cultural diversity, the New York City Board of Education adopted a
resolution calling for the creation of a multicultural education curriculum fo-
cused on tolerance based on race, religion, national origin, sex, age, physical
handicaps, and sexual orientation. Part of the reason the resultant Rainbow
guide became so contentious was because of NYC’s educational administrative
structure. The Board of Education, which had two members appointed by the
Mayor and five by each of the borough presidents, was responsible for setting
high school policies and overseeing the city’s educational system. The actual
drafting fell to the school system Chancellor Joseph Fernandez and his staff at
the Department of Education, but the decision to use the materials was in the
hands of the thirty-two district school boards, whose members were popularly
elected for three-year terms. As a result, the policy and the actual documents
were created by administrative agencies, while the approval depended on quasi-
legislative bodies.

The controversy over the Rainbow curriculum pitted educators in the De-
partment of Education against elected school board members who opposed the
materials, with the two groups ultimately compromising on a solution both
could accept. None of the administrative agency staff expected the vitriolic op-
position to the guide, which only referenced gays and lesbians on three of its

287. New York City Board of Education, Statement of Policy on Multicultural Educa-
tion and Promotion of Positive Intergroup Relations (Nov. 9, 1989) (on file with
the Lesbian Gay Teachers Association Records at the NYC LGBT Community
Center, Box 4, Folder 215).

288. Stanley S. Litow et al., Problems of Managing a Big-City School System, in
BROOKINGS PAPERS ON EDUCATION POLICY 188 (1999). The Mayor appointed two
members; each of the borough presidents appointed one. Id.

289. Sam Dillon, New York School Fight Shifts to Elections for Local Boards, N.Y. TIMES
to-rejoin-school-boards.html [http://perma.cc/BR2H-REY5]; Sam Dillon, Ousted

290. Although school boards are part of the executive branch, operating under educa-
tion department officials, they are elected by voters. School boards are thus a hy-
brid legislative and administrative body. See generally Richard Briffault, The Local
School District in American Law, in BESIEGED: SCHOOL BOARDS AND THE FUTURE OF
EDUCATION POLITICS (William G. Howell ed., 2005) (analyzing school board ad-
ministrative structures).
The guide urged teachers to discuss the value of every type of family household, "including two-parent or single-parent households, gay or lesbian parents, divorced parents, adoptive parents, and guardians or foster parents."\(^{292}\) The guide also emphasized the need for teachers to help children develop a positive attitude towards gays and lesbians, to forestall later homophobic discrimination and violence.\(^{293}\) Included in its list of recommended readings were three books that became a focal point of the controversy—*Heather Has Two Mommies*, *Daddy’s Roommate*, and *Gloria Goes to Gay Pride*—for their depiction of loving gay parents.\(^{294}\)

A vocal contingent of parents and school board members attacked the guide, accusing the Board of Education of indoctrinating students and supporting immorality.\(^{295}\) Four of the city school boards voted to reject the pages of the guide that addressed gays and lesbians.\(^{296}\) Parents took to the streets, participating in six public demonstrations, including a rally outside the Department of Education that drew 2,000 attendees.\(^{297}\) Mary Cummins, president of Queens School Board 24, sent a letter to the district’s 22,000 parents accusing the curriculum’s supporters of "proselytizing" homosexuality and asserting: "We will not accept two people of the same sex engaged in deviant sex practices as 'family.'"\(^{298}\)  Other opponents also made recruitment rhetoric a central part of their campaign, depicting reformers as opening the door to homosexual indoctrination.\(^{299}\) They disseminated videos, posters, and pamphlets identifying the curriculum as a "gay recruitment campaign."\(^{300}\) This argument proved effective,
with parents expressing their fears that teaching anything about gays and lesbians would predispose their children towards homosexuality.\textsuperscript{301} For example, Barbara Kay, a mother of three, was concerned that the \textit{Rainbow} curriculum would encourage her children to be gay: “They’re trying to confuse [children] and make them accept it for themselves.”\textsuperscript{302} Another New Yorker explained his opposition similarly: “It was the first time that someone was probably trying to woo our children into a [gay] lifestyle.”\textsuperscript{303} Some of the arguments were more extreme, with \textit{Rainbow} opponents creating a video that claimed the gay movement’s goal was to “sodomize your sons.”\textsuperscript{304} That argument drew upon the notion that homosexuality was the cause and product of childhood sexual molestation, thereby identifying abuse as a means of indoctrination.

These protests led elected school board members and motivated parents to fight city bureaucrats, but what is particularly striking about the tenor of the debate and its vitriolic rhetoric is that the \textit{Rainbow} curriculum was a purely advisory document—and a teacher’s guide at that.\textsuperscript{305} None of its pages were meant to be handed to children, nor were teachers required to use it as a manual for classroom activities. The \textit{Rainbow} curriculum was written to help districts implement the Board of Education policy, which school boards were required to follow.\textsuperscript{306} Under the regulation, teachers had to provide multicultural instruction that promoted tolerance for gays and lesbians; the only question was how and when they would do so.\textsuperscript{307} The vast majority of districts were willing to incorporate discussions about gays and lesbians in later grades.\textsuperscript{308} The quarrel centered on what information should be provided to young children. The fear the debate revealed was that these children, exposed to homosexuality at too early an age, would grow up to be gay or lesbian themselves.

New York’s parents and their elected representatives were not the only ones to express those fears, with school boards around the country mobilizing in response to the \textit{Rainbow} curriculum to prevent gay-inclusive material from...
breaching their schoolhouse doors. In Merrimack, New Hampshire, the town’s school board passed a sweeping policy that banned any activity or instruction that had “the effect of encouraging or supporting homosexuality as a positive lifestyle alternative.”

Chris Ager, the board’s chairman, described the policy as a means “to keep our Merrimack schools free from promoting homosexuality.” Ager explained that the small town, with a population of 22,000, needed to prevent materials like *Children of the Rainbow* and *Heather Has Two Mommies* from being introduced in schools. To avoid violating the ban, teachers removed canonical works, including Shakespeare’s *Twelfth Night*, from the curriculum; eliminated instructional materials, such as one that referenced Walt Whitman’s homosexuality; and stopped teaching students about AIDS prevention.

School boards in towns from Anoka Hennepin, Minnesota, to East Allen County, Indiana, enacted similar measures. Some of these legislative actions had consequences that most people would now identify as absurd; however, they provide insight into the deep-seated fears surrounding child indoctrination. In Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania, the school board approved a policy affirming that the district would never tolerate or accept “pro-homosexual concepts on sex and family.” One of the board members, Thomas A. Bowen, explained that the resolution was necessary in light of the *Rainbow* curriculum: “I think parents in New York wish they’d taken preemptive action before the superintendent introduced textbooks that present homosexuality as an approved alternative lifestyle.” As a result of the resolution, the town’s administrators and music teachers prohibited the school band from performing “YMCA,” as both the song and the Village People were “associated with the gay lifestyle.” The 1979 hit was not the only pop culture casualty in the fight to keep homosexuality out of schools. In Sawyers Bar, California, the school principal had to review episodes of Sesame Street before they could be shown to kindergarten classes after a parent objected that Bert and Er-
nie “promote homosexuality.” Questions about the fuzzy puppets’ sexuality generated so much attention that the show’s producers eventually issued a press release denying that Bert and Ernie were dating. These cultural flashpoints underscore the anxieties around homosexuality and its effects on children, as well as why bureaucrats’ stances in favor of gay-inclusive curricula were so consequential.

In New York, the bitter dispute ended when the Department of Education proposed a modified curriculum. By softening controversial passages in the first grade guide and agreeing that school districts could wait until sixth grade to address families headed by same-sex couples, the administrative agency was able to defuse the rancor, calm anxieties, and reach a compromise with the objecting school boards. Gay rights advocates decried these changes, seeing them as a capitulation to intolerance. Although these advocates did not win the war over the first grade curriculum, they succeeded in changing the debate’s baseline in New York, from one over whether information on gays and lesbians belonged in schools, to one that asked when those lessons should be taught. In doing so, they challenged the notion that the state should protect children from learning about gays and lesbians, taking on the Religious Right’s primary argument for opposing gay rights.

The resolution came from a compromise between the bureaucracy and the legislative body, demonstrating the influence of administrators. By incorporating information on gay and lesbian parents in the Rainbow curriculum, the Board of Education and the educators on its administrative staff identified these
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320. Revisions Made in Children of the Rainbow Curriculum, LGTA NEWSLETTER, Mar. 1993, at 1 (on file with the Lesbian Gay Teachers Association Records at the NYC LGBT Community Center, Box 1, Folder 32); Letter from Mindy Chermak et al., Steering Comm., Lesbian and Gay Teachers Ass’n, to Joseph Fernandez, Chancellor, NYC Public Schools (May 16, 1992) (on file with the Lesbian Gay Teachers Association Records at the NYC LGBT Community Center, Box 6, Folder 283); Letter from Paula L. Ettelbrick, Legal Director, Lambda Legal, to Joseph A. Fernandez, Chancellor, NYC Public Schools (Oct. 29, 1992) (on file with the Lesbian Gay Teachers Association Records at the NYC LGBT Community Center, Box 4, Folder 217); Letter from Marjorie Hill, Director, Office for the Gay and Lesbian Community, City of New York, et al., to Joseph A. Fernandez, Chancellor, NYC Public Schools (Oct. 27, 1992) (on file with the Park Files at the NYC Municipal Archives, No. 99-43, Box 9, Folder 312).
types of families as an ordinary element of American life, a view that many in their community contested—and that four school boards initially refused to endorse. In making this claim, these educators were presenting the scientific consensus that children’s exposure to information on homosexuality was irrelevant to the development of future sexual orientation. Here, two sources of administrative authority—the bureaucrats’ knowledge, training, and skills as professionals, and the dictates of elected representatives—conflicted, raising concerns about the proper role of administrators that this Article will take up again in Part V.

In New York, as in New Hampshire, scientific consensus conflicted with popular beliefs, leading to contests between civil servants and elected officials. The bureaucrats, who were hired for their expertise, drew upon scientific developments in exercising resistance. Their actions contrast sharply with the mid-century administrative state, in which regulators and legislators concurred on anti-gay policies. Shifts in scientific theories undergirded changes in the implementation of law, with both contributing to support for gays and lesbians. These events show a move away from the anti-gay regime, with both scientists and the administrative state becoming sources of support for gays and lesbians.

IV. Past as Prologue: Transgender Students

Scientific developments had a profound impact on how professionals working in administrative bureaucracies implemented the law, with executive agencies more sympathetic to the claims of gays and lesbians than legislators. Bureaucrats, drawing on their expertise, resisted legislative enactments and popular pressure that identified gays and lesbians as harmful to children. The dynamic this Article presents is not just one of the recent past, but continues today. In debates over transgender bathroom access rights, some administrative agencies have been more responsive to transgender rights claims than legislators. Much as in the gay rights context, scientific consensus is providing important support for administrators, although LGBT social, political, and legal activism also plays an important role. This Part details bureaucratic resistance in schools, where a number of educators have followed medical guidelines in protecting the rights of transgender students, much as their colleagues did in supporting gay-inclusive curricula in the early 1990s.

The contest over transgender bathroom access rights, with its tension between legislatures and bureaucracies, has in many ways evolved in parallel to the debates over gay and lesbian rights. Elected officials around the country have made opposition to transgender rights a central part of their legislative

agenda—with bathroom access becoming a focal point of this effort.\(^{322}\) In the first two months of 2016, legislators filed forty-four anti-transgender bills in sixteen states.\(^{323}\) North Carolina drew widespread attention when it enacted H.B. 2, a law that instructed public agencies to “require every multiple occupancy bathroom or changing facility” to be “designated for and only used by persons based on their biological sex.”\(^{324}\) North Carolina’s law was not the first time that bathroom access had become a political flashpoint in LGBT rights. In 2015, for example, voters repealed Houston’s Human Rights Ordinance after opponents claimed that its gender identity protection would allow men to use women’s bathrooms.\(^{325}\) The Department of Justice responded to H.B. 2 by issuing letters to public agencies and officials, asserting that North Carolina’s statute violated three federal civil rights laws.\(^{326}\) H.B. 2 spurred national controversy, with companies and celebrities announcing boycotts of the state until legislators repealed the law.\(^{327}\) A little more than one year after enacting H.B. 2, North Carolina modified the bathroom provisions.\(^{328}\)

Despite the increasingly hostile debates over transgender bathroom access in legislatures, educators within administrative agencies have been quietly securing necessary accommodations for transgender students, much like teachers in the gay-inclusive curricular context.\(^{329}\) These educators have been willing to

\(^{322}\) This is, of course, not true of every legislature. In 2013, California enacted a statute requiring schools to allow pupils to “participate in sex-segregated school programs and activities, including athletic teams and competitions, and use facilities consistent with his or her gender identity, irrespective of the gender listed on the pupil’s records.” 2013 Cal. Legis. Serv. 85 (A.B. 1266) (West 2017) (codified at CAL. EDUC. CODE § 221.5).


\(^{326}\) Complaint for Declaratory Relief, Berger v. U.S. Dep’t of Justice, No. 5:16-cv-00240-FL, 2016 WL 2642261 ¶¶ 1, 7 (E.D.N.C. May 9, 2016).


\(^{329}\) Brief for School Administrators from California, District of Columbia, Florida, Illinois, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New York, Oregon, Washington,
support transgender students in the face of considerable opposition in part because of scientific standards for the care of youth with gender dysphoria. There are likely other reasons motivating this support, including the personal relationships they have developed with the students. However, objective scientific evidence helps bolster their arguments and can convince those who are not personally invested in individual pupils. The consensus among medical professionals is that adolescents with gender dysphoria should have their gender identity affirmed, as gender dysphoria at this age typically persists into adulthood. Treatment for these adolescents includes medical interventions, such as hormone suppressants to delay the onset of puberty, as well as social affirmations of gender identity. According to scientific research, it is best when families and communities address adolescents with gender dysphoria according to their gender identity. A logical extension of this research is that teachers’ failure to act accordingly could cause their students psychological harm. Scientific consensus makes it clear to educators what course of action is in these adolescents’ best interests.

The psychological community is divided, however, as to what constitutes optimal treatment for pre-adolescent children, as studies have shown that gender dysphoria in childhood often does not persist through adolescence. In longitudinal studies of children treated in clinics for gender dysphoria, only six to twenty-three percent of pre-adolescent boys, and twelve to twenty-seven percent of girls, later identified as transgender adults. Thus, while transgender
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adolescents and adults have stable and permanent gender identities, the same is not always true of pre-pubertal children, leading to divisions among psychologists as to whether it is better to affirm these children’s asserted gender identity or work to decrease their cross-gender identification.336 There is growing evidence as to the benefits of the affirmative approach, a position that is based on the notion that the benefits of affirming the child’s gender identity outweigh the possible distress the child might later face if he or she later transitions back.337 Practitioners who attempt to keep the child in his or her natal gender role, on the other hand, want to forestall the child’s later difficulty of a second transition.338 The most prominent advocate of this latter treatment method, psychologist Kenneth Zucker, who led the Child Youth and Family Gender Identity Clinic in Toronto, was recently dismissed amid allegations that his clinic shamed and traumatized children.339 Unlike in the gay and lesbian context, scientists have not reached a consensus on pre-pubescent children with gender dysphoria, although there appears to be a growing commitment to gender identity affirmation.

Scientific views as to best treatment practices for adolescents with gender dysphoria have shaped the administrative responses to transgender student rights, much as they did in the gay rights issues detailed in this Article. In eight states and the District of Columbia, departments of education have promulgat-
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ed policies to support and protect transgender students. These address a range of issues, including updating school records, using appropriate pronouns, ensuring access to the sex-segregated activities and facilities that align with the students’ gender identity, accommodations to dress codes, respecting transgender students’ privacy, and fostering respectful school communities.

School districts in another seven states without state-wide policies have also adopted similar guidelines, and school sports leagues governing five states have announced that transgender students may play on the sports team of their gender identity. In 2015, the National Education Association—the largest association of professional educators—co-authored a guidebook identifying the ways in which educators may best support transgender students. That guide emphasized that transgender students must be granted access to the restrooms and locker rooms that accorded with their gender identity, and that students who were uncomfortable with using facilities with a transgender student should be given the option of using a private facility, such as the bathroom in the nurse’s office. These recommendations ensured that transgender students were not set apart from their peers or marked as different. Of course, not all school personnel have welcomed transgender students or respected their gender identi-
ties. The legal landscape is murky at best, as the Department of Education recently rescinded its interpretive guidance, issued in 2015 and reinforced in a 2016 “Dear Colleague” letter, which had maintained schools “must treat transgender students consistent with their gender identity.”

As a result, administrative agencies and democratically elected school boards sometimes take opposing sides, creating a contest much like the battle over curricula in New York City. In Grimm v. Gloucester County School Board, school officials were supportive of the student’s transition and ensured teachers and staff would treat the student as a boy. In addition to changing school records to reflect the student’s new male name, the guidance counselor contacted teachers to explain that the student should be addressed with his new name and gender pronoun. School officials allowed the student to use the boys’ restroom until the school board, responding to community member complaints, adopted a policy restricting the use of school restrooms and locker rooms to students with “the corresponding biological genders.” The public hearings on the policy were replete with hostile and vitriolic rhetoric; one speaker called the student “a ‘freak’ and compared him to a person who thinks he is a ‘dog’ and wants to urinate on fire hydrants.” The Fourth Circuit initially held that the student had a right to use the boys’ restroom, giving deference to the Depart-
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ment of Education’s interpretation of Title IX, however, after the Department of Education rescinded its interpretive guidance, the U.S. Supreme Court vacated and remanded that decision. The Fourth Circuit recently sent the case back to the district court to determine whether the case had become moot as a result of the student’s graduation.

Similar contests are continuing, with schools needing to resolve the competing claims of its transgender students and parents who object to students using the facilities associated with their gender identities. In Manchester, Michigan, the local Board of Education maintained its non-discrimination policy in the face of a standing-room-only crowd of angry parents, who had gathered in response to a transgender student using the girls’ restroom, citing its legal obligations. The school superintendent told parents that if any children “felt uncomfortable or threatened” by the transgender student, they could use the staff restrooms. This statement indicated that students who did not want to share facilities with their transgender peers should be seen as the minority, and that the majority supported transgender bathroom rights. This discursive shift is quite similar to debates over gay-inclusive education materials; when educators introduced comprehensive curricula, religious conservatives responded that these materials should not be in schools. To allay their concerns, school districts did not eliminate the offending lessons, but rather allowed individual students to opt out, turning vocal objectors into silent minorities.

In North Carolina, the University of North Carolina (UNC) resolved the issue much like New Hampshire’s social workers—it took advantage of a statutory gap to engage in resistance. UNC is a quasi-agency, in that it is not run directly by the state, yet North Carolina’s General Assembly elects the school’s board and enacts laws that regulates its activities. UNC’s President, Margaret
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Spellings, explained that the University was required under H.B. 2 to label multiple-occupancy bathrooms with single-sex signage and provide notice of the law to students and employees. However, the law did not require the University to change its non-discrimination policies. As a result, should any transgender students or employees be forced to use restrooms inconsistent with their gender identity on campus, UNC would investigate those complaints as violations of the school’s non-discrimination policy. In making these announcements, Spellings contested the legislature’s action by identifying the interstitial space between the statute and the University’s policies. Much like social workers in New Hampshire in 1987, the University complied with the minimum requirements of the law, but did not acquiesce in the legislature’s aims. Spelling’s actions made clear that the legislature had to enact a stronger statute to attain its goals, as administrators would not fill in the gaps with discrimination. The North Carolina legislature ultimately replaced H.B. 2 when it became clear the N.C.A.A. would not hold any tournaments in the state as long as the so-called “bathroom bill” was in place. The new law prevents any state agency, including UNC, from regulating access to multiple-occupancy restrooms, showers, or changing facilities without authorization from the General Assembly.

Although the historical and contemporary accounts parallel one another in many ways, there is an important difference between the two. In the debates over gay rights, the focus was on the effect that gay and lesbian adults might have on children. Under sexual psychopath statutes, gay men were considered physical threats; after the declassification of homosexuality from the DSM, the
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concern then became the psychological impact of a gay or lesbian role model. In both, children were neutral objects who might improperly be influenced by the adults in their lives. By contrast, transgender children, not adults, are the agents driving the contests over their place in schools. The question might be how adults should respond to the children’s behavior, but not whether the gender identity expression is inherent to the child.\(^{363}\) It is not yet clear if and how this will change advocacy strategies or legal results, but it is a shift worth noting.

Despite this different framework, the problem remains the same. When school boards issue policies and legislatures enact minority rights-restricting laws that teachers defy, this creates a governance dilemma much like the situation in New Hampshire. Like social workers, educators are hired for their special training, education, and skills, and it is their professional judgment that is leading to resistance. The circumstances under which bureaucratic dissent is justified is a normative question that the next Part will take up.

V. Justifying Resistance

Psychiatric theories of sexuality have had a profound impact on the law, affecting both what regulations are promulgated and how the law is implemented. Examining law as it has been applied on the ground to protect LGBT rights reveals a process of legal change with significant normative implications, demonstrating the importance of studying law in action. This Part argues that the social workers’ and educators’ actions were justified by applying Part I’s theoretical insights as to separation of powers, rule of law, and democratic legitimacy. From this analysis, it draws broader conclusions about when bureaucratic resistance may be legitimate.

A. Separation of Powers

Even though the social workers and educators in these accounts resisted rights-restricting legislative mandates, they did not violate the separation of powers because they were acting within their delegated authority. This is because they were motivated by their specialized knowledge, rather than political leanings, religious ideology, or personal preferences. Additionally, the resistance was only resistance, not defiance, and thus the bureaucrats did not arrogate the legislature’s role.

In New Hampshire, social workers were responding to research studies on the parental effects of homosexuality and the scientific consensus that developed in response. Until the mid-1980s, social workers only placed self-identified homosexual teenagers in the homes of gay and lesbian foster and adoptive parents, as they were afraid that children would learn homosexuality

\(^{363}\) Within that debate, the question is whether to prioritize the welfare of transgender or cisgender children. A similar contest is playing out over anti-bullying policies. Daniel B. Weddle & Kathryn E. New, What Did Jesus Do?: Answering Religious Conservatives Who Oppose Bullying Prevention Legislation, 37 NEW ENG. J. CRIM. & CIV. CONFINEMENT 325, 325-27 (2011).
from their adult role models.\textsuperscript{364} It was only after researchers established there was no connection between parental homosexuality and children's future sexual orientation that social workers expanded placements in gay and lesbian homes to include heterosexual and young children.\textsuperscript{365} Scientific evidence may have coincided with social workers' political views, although liberal politics in the mid-1980s were not committed to gay and lesbian rights in the way they are today.\textsuperscript{366} As a result, although social workers tend to identify with the political left, this does not mean they necessarily supported gay and lesbian rights.\textsuperscript{367} When explaining their opposition to a ban on gay and lesbian foster and adoptive parenting, social workers cited studies and the state of scientific knowledge, not personal preferences or politics.\textsuperscript{368}

In some situations, expertise was only one of several motivating factors, but this does not necessarily render their resistance illegitimate. In North Carolina, UNC's resistance to H.B. 2 was likely motivated by student protests and a desire to avoid legal liability, rather than scientific consensus as to what was best for transgender individuals. The UNC president initially reported that the school would comply with H.B. 2, but changed her response after the federal government and the ACLU filed lawsuits against UNC.\textsuperscript{369} Given that other educators around the country are resisting laws and policies on the basis of expert medical views, which maintain that transgender adults and adolescents should live in accordance with their gender identity, UNC's justification could be valid if it was at least one of Spellings's motivations and not a post-hoc rationalization.\textsuperscript{370}
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As a corollary to the question of motivation, the scientific evidence at issue fell within the scope of the bureaucrats’ expertise, reinforcing the principle that the actions were within the bureaucrats’ delegated authority. Social workers and educators are expected to be aware of the latest research on child welfare, and thus it seems appropriate for them to respond to this evidence. This is not to say that bureaucrats need to review the studies or analyze their methodology. Many learn of developments by discussing them with their colleagues, attending workshops, participating in trainings, and reading books and articles. The bureaucratic resistance in these examples was based on expertise within the knowledge base the professional groups could be expected to have, which diminishes the separation of powers concerns.

In addition to the substantive question of expertise, these actions were justified because bureaucrats limited their dissent to resistance, rather than defiance. Resistance in the administrative context can take a range of forms, falling on a spectrum from calculated non-compliance to covert expressions of disagreement. Bureaucrats are able to express their dissent in all areas in which they exercise discretion, which includes a wide variety of activities—from allocating resources to prioritizing tasks and interpreting statutory obligations. For example, Joseph Landau has identified the ways in which immigration officials undermined the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA), which limited marriage for federal purposes to opposite sex couples, through exercises of discretion. Because of DOMA, many gay and lesbian foreign nationals in relationships with U.S. citizens and permanent residents could not obtain family-based immigration status. To remedy the harm the statute imposed on these couples, immigration officers moved to administratively close pending cases or granted deferred action status to prevent citizens and permanent residents from being separated from their loved ones. Resistance in this example came in the form of discretion.

It is clear that, although bureaucrats have a great deal of autonomy, they cannot simply defy unambiguous laws, but rather must find a means for ex-
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pressing resistance that does not elide the separation between the branches of
government. In New Hampshire, bureaucrats exploited a statutory gap; the
president of UNC has done the same. By following the strict letter of the law,
the University is expressing its dissent and challenging the legislature’s claim
that its goals are to promote the privacy and security of all citizens, rather than
to discriminate against transgender individuals. These bureaucrats’ actions are
defensible, based on reasonable statutory interpretation. However, were legisla-
tures to respond by enacting laws that remove the ambiguities, bureaucrats
would then have to comply with the statutes. Resistance does not mean ignor-
ning the rule of law.

B. Rule of Law

Respecting the rule of law means more than maintaining the role of the leg-
islature—it also requires providing notice as to the law and coherence in its
administration. The bureaucrats in this Article seem to have violated this prin-
ciple in notable ways, as their practices introduced inconsistency and instability
into the law by diverging from how the legislatures interpreted the law. Howev-
er, their transparency may have remedied this harm. Additionally, by operating
according to a national scientific consensus, their actions may have introduced
greater coherence into local administrative practices. Ultimately, it is possible
that bureaucratic resistance did more to promote the rule of law than to un-
dermine it.

In each instance of resistance in this Article, bureaucrats were candid about
their interpretations, such that elected officials could respond. In New Hamp-
shire, the agency head gave a press conference delineating how social workers
would enforce the statute. Likewise, in the transgender student context, edu-
cators have made public statements about their understanding of laws and poli-
cies. Surprisingly, legislatures did not shut down the resistance, which were
rooted in latent ambiguities, but rather allowed it to continue. Gillian Metzger
has identified the benefits and pitfalls of requiring transparency for administra-
tive constitutionalism, noting that “[t]he administrative constitutionalism may well
flourish best in the shade.” Although this may be true, this Article shows that
open resistance can endure.

Transparency seems essential to the legitimacy of expertise-based re-
sistance, as compared to administrative constitutionalism, because the legisla-
ture has only authorized bureaucrats to act under specific circumstances, and
has the right to limit those bureaucrats’ exercise of discretion. Professional
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     concerns. Government employees do not stop being members of their professions,
     and in fact continue to be held to the standards of their profession during their
expertise, unlike the Constitution, is not the highest authority under which
government officials function, and thus it is all the more necessary for bureau-
crats resisting based on their expertise to be transparent in their actions. Given
the middle ground that bureaucratic expertise occupies, it is all the more im-
perative for administrators to be transparent about their actions. Like judicial
resistance norms, bureaucratic resistance based on expertise should not make it
impossible for legislatures to achieve their ends unless the Constitution prohib-
its the statutory scheme. Transparency also allows individuals to file suit to vin-
dicate any rights that bureaucratic resistance may violate, thereby safeguarding
rule of law principles.\textsuperscript{381}

In addition to providing notice as to how administrators were going to be
applying the law, and implementing policies in a consistent way, the bureau-
crats in this Article promoted the rule of law by making the legal system more
coherent. Bureaucrats at the local level are dispersed and enjoy a particular
amount of discretion that national scientific consensus helped unify. New
Hampshire’s social workers based their resistance on psychiatric consensus, re-
lected in the position papers of the American Psychiatric Association, the
American Psychological Association, and the code of ethics of the National As-
sociation of Social Workers. Having bureaucrats follow the same professional
standards and expectations limits how they will exercise their discretion, ensur-
ing uniformity in their execution of laws.

Not all expertise-based resistance provides administrative coherence, as it
requires scientific consensus to be well articulated and stable. Scientific theories
emerge, develop, and are then debated, contested, and reformulated. It typically
takes decades of research and discussion for scientific consensus to form, based
on shared reasoning, standards, and notions of validity.\textsuperscript{382} Dissenting opinions
may gain traction and become accepted principles, or disputes might continue
to divide the scientific community.\textsuperscript{383} New studies may lead researchers to revise
their theories, leading to changing perspectives on established views. Indeed,
gay rights advocacy became possible because scientists revisited their outlook as
to the nature and origins of homosexuality. Legal progress is often possible be-
cause of the scientific developments, but the fact that scientific "truth" changes
and evolves raises the question of when a theory has become a stable and certain
fact. Science now supports the principle that differences in sex, race, and sexual
orientation do not denote inferiority, but the same field once steadfastly main-
tained the opposite. That there are individual dissenters, or even vocal groups of
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outliers, does not mean scientific orthodoxy is invalid, but these are important issues to consider.384

Teachers who resist policies that restrict bathroom access for transgender adolescents are on solid scientific ground, but the question becomes more difficult in situations involving pre-adolescent children. There, the scientific community has not come to a consensus, although individuals’ doctors may make treatment recommendations that encourage bureaucratic resistance. In those cases, it seems that educators are motivated by a mixture of scientific principles and constitutional arguments, in that they are protecting what they identify as the constitutional rights of their students. This combines two models of agency resistance, expertise and administrative constitutionalism, which may provide a different justification for bureaucratic resistance. What this example demonstrates is that not all science-based resistance is necessarily justified, as expertise cannot become so expansive as to encompass any type of bureaucratic knowledge, lest it open the door to self-serving, power-preserving retrenchment and dissent.385

C. Democratic Legitimacy

In addition to supporting the rule of law and maintaining separation of powers, this Article’s examples of bureaucratic resistance furthered democratic legitimacy by promoting the rights of gays, lesbians, and transgender individuals. Bureaucrats’ transparency proved integral to this rights project because of the expressive element of their actions. Laws not only authorize, proscribe, and regulate conduct, but also contain normative messages that shape society.386 As a result, the law “matters for what it says in addition to what it does.”387 The effect of New Hampshire’s prohibition on gay and lesbian foster and adoptive parenting reached further than the families the law targeted; it sent a message that homosexuals were excluded from the polity that extended far beyond the state’s borders. It was only by being open about their resistance that social workers could counter their elected representatives’ normative claims about gays and lesbians. Likewise, although educators could subtly undermine anti-transgender policies, their open resistance serves a valuable expressive function. In this way, resistance can both benefit individuals whose rights are vindicated and provide an expressive effect that reaches much further.

384. Id. at 691.
By being transparent, bureaucrats both legitimated their dissent and infused it with expressive value that helped change normative commitments in favor of minority rights.\textsuperscript{388} The majority of Americans eventually agreed with New Hampshire’s social workers that gays and lesbians were fit parents, which ultimately supported marriage equality and other gay rights claims.\textsuperscript{389} Bureaucratic resistance promoted democratic legitimacy by introducing new and otherwise unrepresented viewpoints into the law.

* * *

The conflict between legislatures and bureaucrats is likely inevitable, but the legitimacy and desirability of resistance is not. Bureaucrats should not be permitted to usurp the legislature’s authority, undermine the democratic process, or destabilize the rule of law. Although the expertise in this Article promoted the rights of a minority group, new developments are not always rights-enabling.

The examples of resistance in this Article help identify when bureaucratic dissent is legitimate, although they cannot provide a comprehensive test from which to judge whether bureaucratic resistance is appropriate. They demonstrate that resistance can be legally justified when it is: 1) within the scope of the bureaucrats’ experience; 2) limited to resistance and not defiance; 3) transparent; 4) based on stable, national scientific consensus; and 5) undertaken to promote the rights of minorities. This is not to say that resistance is necessarily justified when all five factors are present, only that they enable bureaucratic resistance to be both legal and desirable.

Conclusion

Bureaucrats came to identify gays and lesbians in a new way over the course of the twentieth century due to shifting scientific theories of homosexuality. As psychiatric understandings of same-sex sexual attraction changed, administrative agents went from being significant sources of oppression to allies who supported gay and lesbian parenting and households headed by same-sex couples. These changes in scientific views as to the causes and consequences of homosexuality had a profound impact on how bureaucrats implemented regulations, influencing the decisions of social workers and educators. Teachers today may increasingly find themselves in similar positions as their historical counterparts, particularly as a growing number of legislatures consider laws limiting bathroom access according to sex assigned at birth.

\textsuperscript{388} Stack, \textit{supra} note 62, at 1988.

These changes outside the law had a significant impact on how bureaucrats approached their legal obligations, revealing a mechanism of law reform that occurs outside of courts and legislatures. This Article’s conceptualization of administrative actors reframes traditional conceptions of the executive, which does not just implement law, but also introduces legal change. As such, questions of governance are as important for scholars of LGBT rights as they are for administrative law theorists.

Complicated questions arise when bureaucrats’ expertise conflicts with legislative preferences. While bureaucratic resistance implicates separation of powers and democratic legitimacy concerns, these civil servants are hired to use their professional judgment, and thus conflict between their expertise and their legislative mandates are inevitable. Under certain circumstances, bureaucrats may be justified in resisting legislative enactments that contradict their professional judgment, and bureaucratic resistance may even be desirable, since it creates room for minority viewpoints that might otherwise not be heard.

The popular image of bureaucracy is a place where innovation takes a number, only to languish in the waiting room. The account this Article presents, however, identifies the administrative state as a dynamic locus of contestation and change. Bureaucracy is more than the means by which law is implemented, as, in fact, administrators can lead legal transformations.